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Resumen

Las ĺıneas de producto software(SPL) han surgido como una ĺınea de especial
interés en la comunidad por la necesidad de responder a distintos clientes que
demandan productos muy semejantes entre śı pero con algunas variaciones. Uno
de los principales problemas planteados en este contexto es el modelado de los
productos que una SPL es capaz de construir, surgiendo los modelos de carac-
teŕısticas como respuesta ante esta necesidad. Sin embargo la edición de estos
modelos es una actividad propensa a errores, y el gran tamaño de la mayoŕıa
de modelos de caracteŕısticas converte al tratamiento de estos errores en una
actividad inabordable mediante procedimientos manuales. Es necesario por tan-
to, disponer de mecanismos automatizados que apoyen a la edición y aumenten
las garant́ıas de disponer de modelos de caracteŕısticas libres de errores. A pe-
sar de conocerse esta necesidad, actualmente no existen propuestas al respecto
y es en este contexto donde hemos desarrollado algunas de las contribuciones
que aqúı se presentan. Nos hemos basado en nuestros resultados previos en el
análisis automático de modelos de caracteŕısticas para realizar una propuesta
que hace uso de la teoŕıa de la diagnosis para el tratamiento de errores en estos
modelos.
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Caṕıtulo 1

Resumen

1.1. Introducción

Para la evaluación del periodo de investigación hemos seleccionado la modali-
dad de publicaciones relevantes presentando para ella una publicación en revista
(condicionalmente aceptada y en proceso de revisión), un caṕıtulo de libro y dos
publicaciones en congresos y una en un taller de trabajo internacional de gran
impacto. Para poner en contexto estas publicaciones, se realizará una breve de-
scripción de las materias de investigación relacionadas con nuestros trabajos
(Sección 1.2); En la Sección 1.3 mostramos algunas reflexiones sobre el método
de investigación a seguir, que ha guiado nuestro trabajo de investigación y que
guará el desarrollo de nuestra futura tesis doctoral; y por último indicaremos
la orientación que actualmente pretendemos dar a la tesis doctoral que elabo-
raremos en el futuro (Sección 1.4).

1.2. Materias relacionadas con la investigación

En esta sección presentamos brevemente los conceptos principales que nos
ayudarán a contextualizar nuestra ĺınea de investigación. En primer lugar pre-
sentamos las ĺıneas de productos software en la Sección 1.2.1; en este contexto
nos centraremos en los modelos de caracteŕısticas en la Sección 1.2.2; por último
presentamos algunas notas sobre programación con restricciones (Sección 1.2.3
y la teoŕıa de la diagnosis (Sección 1.2.4) que nos ayudarán a explicar nuestra
propuesta.

1.2.1. Ĺıneas de Productos Software

A principios del siglo XX, Henry Ford encontró en la producción en cadena
una forma de reducir los costes de producción de sus productos mediante el
incremento del volumen de unidades fabricadas y su fabricación en industrias
con trabajadores especializados. Este elevado volumen de producción permit́ıa
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fomentar la demanda de los productos y cubrirla con una oferta adecuada. En
la década de los 70, el toyotismo surge como una mejora natural del modelo
de Ford que pretende reducir progresivamente los costes de producción para
la aceleración de la demanda en segmentos de mercado inferiores y aplicar el
sistema just–in–time cuyo objetivo es reducir la capacidad de almacenamiento
al mı́nimo, reduciendo de esta forma sus costes derivados.

Por otra parte, el concepto de globalización surge en la década de los 60 para
referirse a los cambios sociales y económicos que emanan de las nuevas capaci-
dades de comunicación y de producción industrial. La globalización permite la
apertura de los mercados internacionales, disparando las demandas exteriores
y las necesidades de las empresas para adaptar sus productos a estas nuevas
demandas. Surge por tanto una necesidad de adaptar la producción en masa de
productos a una personalización en masa de los productos, para poder responder
a las nuevas necesidades. Tseng y Jiao [48] definen la personalización en masa
como

”La producción de bienes y servicios para cubrir las necesidades individuales
de los clientes con una eficiencia cercana a la producción en masa”.

Esto implica que los procesos de producción se adapten hacia la producción
de familias de productos similares que dispongan de la suficiente flexibilidad
como para cubrir la demanda y que tengan un factor común suficiente como
para realizar una producción en masa.

En este contexto, la industria del software es un caso muy especial. Surge
como industria en los años 70, y ya en la primera conferencia organizada por la
OTAN en 1968 [31] se haćıa hincapié en la falta de industrialización en la pro-
ducción del software. Hoy en d́ıa este problema sigue latente y están surgiendo
nuevas propuestas que tratan de aplicar nuevos conceptos que apoyen la person-
alización en masa de productos software. Estas propuestas persiguen la creación
de lo que la literatura llama Ĺıneas de Productos Software (SPL) o Familias de
Productos Software.

El objetivo de las SPL es sustituir el modelo de la mayoŕıa de las empresas de
desarrollo de software que comienzan sus proyectos desde cero, sin reaprovechar
la mayoŕıa del esfuerzo invertido en proyectos previos. La ingenieŕıa de SPLs
persigue la producción de familias de productos software a partir de un con-
junto común de caracteŕısticas (en inglés features) en lugar de desarrollar cada
producto uno a uno.

Según Clements y Northrop [21], una ĺınea de productos software consiste
en:

’Un conjunto de sistemas de software que comparten un conjunto común
y gestionado de caracteŕısticas que satisfacen las necesidades espećıficas de un
segmento particular de mercado y que se desarrollan a partir de un conjunto
común de activos (core–assets) de una forma prestablecida’.
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Básicamente la ingenieŕıa de SPLs se compone de tres actividades princi-
pales: ingenieŕıa del dominio (también conocida como desarrollo de los core–
assets), ingenieŕıa de la aplicación (también conocida como desarrollo de pro-
ductos) y gestión. Estas tres actividades se complementan y comunican entre
śı. Por ejemplo, la ingenieŕıa del dominio construye los core–assets de la ĺınea
de productos y mediante los planes de producción provee a la ingenieŕıa de la
aplicación de la información necesaria para producir cada uno de los productos a
partir de este núcleo común; la gestión es responsable de proveer de los recursos
necesarios a las otras dos actividades, coordinándolas y supervisándolas.

1.2.2. Modelos de Caracteŕısticas

Para ser capaces de responder a las necesidades particulares de las demandas
y producir SPLs de forma sistemática, una de las cuestiones clave es establecer
una forma de especificar los productos que una SPL es capaz de producir. La
solución más implementada en otras industrias como la automobiĺıstica y la de
electrónica de consumo para especificar sus ĺıneas de producto era el uso de
caracteŕısticas opcionales que describen las opciones que tiene el cliente para
adaptar un producto concreto a sus necesidades. La solución natural para el
caso de las SPL parećıa simple: los productos de una SPL se diferencian por sus
caracteristicas, siendo una caracteŕıstica un incremento en la funcionalidad del
producto. De esta forma, un producto se determina por las caracteŕısticas que
posee. Para describir todos los productos que una SPL es capaz de producir,
es necesario disponer de un modelo que permita describir todas las posibles
combinaciones de caracteŕısticas de estos productos. Por esta razón, se proponen
los modelos de caracteŕısticas como forma de describir una SPL.

Los modelos de caracteŕısticas están reconocidos como una de las contribu-
ciones más importantes en la ingenieŕıa de SPL [22]. Uno de sus objetivos princi-
pales es capturar las divergencias (variabilities) y aspectos comunes (common-
alities) entre los distintos productos. Para ello los modelos de caracteŕısticas
organizan el conjunto de caracteŕısticas jerarquicamente mediante las siguientes
relaciones entre ellos:

1. Relaciones entre una caracteŕıstica padre o compuesta y un conjunto de
caracteŕısticas hijas o subcaracteŕısticas.

2. Relaciones no jerárquicas (en inglés cross-tree constraints) que suelen ser
del tipo: si la caracteŕıstica A aparece, entonces la caracteŕıstica B se debe
incluir (o excluir).

Desde su aparición en 1990 [30], han habido muchas propuestas que han
tratado de extender, modificar o mejorar el modelo de caracteŕısticas original.
A pesar de ello, hoy en d́ıa, aún no hay un consenso sobre la notación a utilizar.
Básicamente hay dos conjuntos de propuestas: aquellas que proponen mode-
los de caracteŕısticas con cardinalidades [23] y aquellas que no hacen uso de
cardinalidades [4]. Mediante cardinalidades se es capaz de representar algunas
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relaciones de forma más compacta que sin ellas, siendo en la expresividad de
ambas propuestas equivalente en la mayoŕıa de los casos.

Independientemente de la notación utilizada en los modelos de caracteŕısti-
cas, existe un problema con ellos que aún no está suficientemente resuelto: el
análisis automático de los modelos de caracteŕısticas [5]. Este análisis consiste en
la observación de propiedades como el número de productos que describe (cardi-
nalidad), qué productos describe con unas determinadas caracteŕısticas (filtros)
y si contiene algún tipo de error. Los modelos de caracteŕısticas se utilizan co-
mo entradas para otros procesos del desarrollo de SPL como en la ingenieŕıa de
requisitos [36, 38] o programación orientada a caracteŕısticas [6, 4]. Por tanto
el análisis automático de modelos de caracteŕısticas puede ser de ayuda para
aquellos procesos que se basan en ellos.

La edición de modelos de caracteŕısticas es una actividad propensa a errores[30,
49]. La elevada complejidad que pueden alcanzar los modelos de caracteŕısticas
conteniendo cientos de caracteŕısticas y relaciones, hacen de la gestión manual
inviable en estos casos. Pueden aparecer errores como caracteŕısticas muertas
(dead feature), falsas caracteŕısticas opcionales (false-optional features) y mod-
elos de caracteŕısticas que no contienen productos o vaćıos (void feature models)
[42, 44, 45, 49]. Es necesario tratar estos errores para que no afectar al desar-
rollo de su SPL. En el tratamiento se engloban tres actividades: la detección de
errores, explicación de los errores detectados y resolución de los mismos. Puesto
que la gestión manual es inviable en la mayoŕıa los casos, es necesario un so-
porte automatizado para realizar estas operaciones. En secciones posteriores se
presentarán algunas de las propuestas que se han realizado para cubrir el vaćıo
existente al respecto del tratamiento de errores en modelos de caracteŕısticas.

1.2.3. Programación con Restricciones

La programación con restricciones (en inglés, Constraint Programming) [47],
ha sido uno de los principales temas de investigación en inteligencia artificial
en las últimas décadas, y desde 1996 es reconocida como una de las direcciones
estratégicas por la ACM (Association for Computing Machinery [28]. Según
Freuder [26]:

”la programación con restricciones representa una de las aportaciones más
cercanas que se han hecho en la búsqueda del Santo Grial de la programación:
el usuario describe el problema, la computadora lo resuelve.”

Una de las principales ramas de investigación en la programación con re-
stricciones son los problemas de satisfacción de restricciones (CSP). Un CSP
se define como un conjunto de variables, cada una de ellas tomando valores en
un dominio finito, y un conjunto de restricciones que restringen los valores que
las variables pueden tomar simultáneamente. Una solución a un CSP es una
asignación de un valor a todas y cada una de las variables que satisface todas
las restricciones simultáneamente. Actualmente existen numerosos resolutores
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de CSPs comerciales y de uso gratuito que pueden utilizarse para resolver estos
problemas de forma automática.

1.2.4. Teoŕıa de la Diagnosis

La teoŕıa de la diagnosis fue propuesta por Reiter [37] estableciendo aśı un
marco donde un sistema pudiera ser diagnosticado, es decir, pudiera determi-
narse el conjunto de componentes de dicho sistema cuyo comportamiento no
es el esperado. Esta teoŕıa se ha utilizado en diversos campos para diagnos-
ticar automáticamente sistemas de diversa ı́ndole como circuitos electrónicos,
enfermedades o sistemas software [19].

Un sistema se describe como un conjunto de componentes cuyas relaciones
entre ellos se describen mediante lógica de primer orden. A partir de un con-
junto de observaciones sobre el sistema, se es capaz de obtener un conjunto de
diagnosis del sistema, es decir, qué componentes fallan y explican un posible
mal funcionamiento del sistema.

Una de las ventajas de esta teoŕıa es que al describirse mediante lógica de
primer orden, los mecanismos de diagnosis propuestos pueden implementarse
mediante resolutores lógicos como Prolog u otros basados en programación con
restricciones.

1.3. Aspectos metodológicos

En la ingenieŕıa del software no existe un consenso en cuanto a los métodos de
investigación se refiere. Uno de los objetivos que nos planteamos hace ya algunos
años es la propia naturaleza de la investigación en la ingenieŕıa del software, sus
factores como ciencia y como ingenieŕıa. Hemos participado activamente en foros
de discusión en los que hemos aportado nuestra visión sobre la problemática
existente [8, 7].

En estas publicaciones se trata el problema del investigador en ingenieŕıa
del software como un conflicto entre sus tres actividades principales que de-
nominamos triple esquizofrenia: la docencia, la investigación y la actualización
de conocimiento. Como posible solución a este problema se plantea hacer uso
de la investigación en acción (Action Research), en concreto tratando de alin-
ear los esfuerzos en todas actividades de forma que la propia actualización de
conocimiento revierta en la investigación y la docencia se alimente de los resul-
tados de investigación. Cabe destacar que en [8, 7] se han obviado las tareas de
gestión que consumen una gran parte del tiempo.

Otro factor importante a considerar en nuestra metodoloǵıa de investigación
es la difusión de resultados de investigación y su transferencia tecnológica. Tal
vez una de las particularidades de la investigación en ingenieŕıa del software es
el especial hincapié que se debe realizar en la aplicabilidad de los resultados
de investigación (RI) y su transformación en resultados transferibles (RT). Es
por ello que a la hora de definir las tareas de investigación, se determinen los
foros más adecuados para la difusión de los primeros RI (workshops, congresos,
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Figura 1.1: Procesos de la metodoloǵıa de investigación
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Figura 1.2: Subprocesos en los que dividimos el tratamiento de errores

revistas, etc.) y a partir de estos resultados se realice un plan de transferen-
cia tecnológica hacia otras entidades interesadas (EPOs). En la Figura 1.1 se
presenta un esquema que ilustra este proceso.

1.4. Orientación de la Tesis Doctoral

Nuestra tesis doctoral toma como punto de partida los resultados de la
tesis de David Benavides, apoyándose en sus contribuciones al razonamiento au-
tomático sobre modelos de caracteŕısticas y evolucionando hacia el tratamiento
de los errores en modelos de caracteŕısticas. En esta evolución, los trabajos de
Ceballos et al. que proponen la detección de errores en programas de bases de
datos [19] nos han inspirado en el uso de la teoŕıa de la diagnosis para nuestro
problema en particular.

Aunque la madurez de los resultados teóricos obtenidos es bastante alta y de
interés contrastado para la comunidad (ver Sección 2.3), aún existen aspectos
por tratar y que formarán parte de nuestra futura tesis doctoral.

Nuestro objetivo es tratar en la tesis el problema del tratamiento de errores
en modelos de caracteŕısticas dividiéndolo en tres subprocesos: detección, ex-
plicación y reparación de errores (ver Figura 1.2). Actualmente hemos dado en
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[42] una primera solución a las dos primeras etapas haciendo uso de la teoŕıa de
la diagnosis, proponiendo una estructura para tratar con ambos subprocesos en
tres niveles: modelo del problema (nivel abstracto), modelo de la solución (nivel
de diagnosis) y modelo de implementación (nivel de implementación). Debido
a esta estructura, estamos siguiendo un proceso iterativo para la detección y la
explicación de errores que comprende las siguiente etapas(ver Figura 1.3):

Investigación

1. Modelo del problema: desarrollo de un nivel abstracto que describa el
problema a resolver en cada una de los subprocesos del tratamiento de
errores.

2. Modelo de la solución: descripción de la solución mediante un modelo de
diagnosis.

3. Modelo de implementación: transformación de la solución a un determi-
nado paradigma lógico o técnica como CSP, BDD o SAT.

Aplicación de resultados de investigación

4. Prototipado: desarrollo de un prototipo que haciendo uso de resolutores
comerciales (solvers) lleve a cabo el modelo de implementación para poder
medir emṕıricamente su rendimiento.

5. desarrollo de herramientas CASE: integración de la solución implementada
en el prototipo a la herramienta de análisis de modelos de caracteŕısticas
FAMA.

Actualmente hemos alcanzado un importante nivel de completitud en los dos
primeros subprocesos, restando aún proponer una solución para la reparación
de errores. Hemos considerado que para la elaboración de nuestra tesis doctoral
abordaremos estos otros problemas:

1. Describir el problema del tratamiento de errores haciendo uso del marco
formal FAMA presentado por David Benavides en su tesis.

2. Mejorar el modelo de diagnosis propuesto para la explicación de errores
con el propósito de mejorar el rendimiento.

3. Diseñar e implementar nuestras propuestas en el plug-in de Eclipse FAMA
que estamos desarrollando.

4. Realizar un estudio experimental sobre las distintas alternativas de im-
plementación de nuestro modelo teórico, como resolutores de SAT, BDDs
(Binary Decision Diagrams) y de CSPs.

5. Contextualizar nuestras aportaciones en un caso práctico a través de nues-
tra colaboración con Telvent e Isotrol.
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Figura 1.3: Etapas a seguir en el desarrollo de la tesis doctoral

Finalmente se pretende que esta tesis pueda establecer las bases para servir
como punto de partida en la elaboración de futuras tesis doctorales que incidan
en los aspectos metodológicos que implica el uso de modelos de caracteŕısticas.

1.5. Estancias en otros Centros y Contactos Es-
tablecidos

Un punto importante en el desarrollo de un investigador es la estancia en
otros centros de investigación. Hasta la fecha se han realizado las siguientes
estancias:

1. Cork Constraint Computation Centre (4C): se realizó una estancia de 3
meses de duración entre los meses de Mayo y Julio de 2006 en este centro
situado en Cork (Irlanda). Está considerado como uno de los centros de
investigación más importantes del mundo conforme a sus investigadores y
sus publicaciones en el campo de la programación con restricciones. Esta
estancia se realizó bajo un acuerdo marco entre la Universidad de Sevilla
y 4C que fue resultado de la visita previa de David Benavides. Durante la
misma se tuvo la oportunidad de trabajar con la Dra. Barbara Smith y el
Dr. Barry O’Sullivan en la caracterización de los CSPs resultantes de la
transformación de los modelos de caracteŕısticas y en la formulación del
problema del tratamiento de errores como CSPs. Estamos trabajando en
cerrar un art́ıculo conjunto en el que se plasmen estos resultados.

2. Summer School on Generative and Transformational Techniques in Soft-
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ware Engineering : se realizó una estancia de 1 semana en esta escuela de
verano donde tuvimos la oportunidad de asistir a tutoriales de investi-
gadores de prestigio como Don Batory, Jean Bézivin e Ira D. Baxter entre
otros. A raiz de esta estancia hemos tenido la oportunidad de realizar var-
ios trabajos conjuntos con Don Batory y dar a conocer nuestro trabajo de
presentado en CAiSE’05

En los distintos foros a los que hemos acudido hemos logrado contactos con
distintos investigadores:

1. Don Batory: Catedrático de la Universidad de Texas en Austin. Padre de
la programación orientada a caracteŕısticas (FOP) y situado en el puesto
1924 del ranking de investigadores de CITESEER.

2. Patrick Heymans y Pierre-Yves Schobbens: ambos investigadores de la
Universidad de Namur en Bélgica. Como resultado de nuestros contactos
han realizado 4 citas a nuestros trabajos y Patrick Heymans realizará una
estancia en nuestro centro de 3 meses el próximo año.

3. Richard Paige: investigador de la Universidad de York en el Reino Unido,
situado en el puesto 2451 en CITESEER. Ha accedido a revisar nuestros
trabajos que relacionan la edición de modelos de caracteŕısticas con el
modelado ágil.

4. Mike Hinchey: director del Laboratorio de Ingenieŕıa del Software del God-
dar Space Flight Center de la NASA y profesor a tiempo parcial en Vir-
ginia Tech y en la Queen’s University de Belfast. Hemos realizado varios
trabajos conjuntos en el contexto de los sistemas multiagente y su relación
con las ĺıneas de productos.

5. Barbara Smith y Barry O’Sullivan: investigadores del 4C con los que hemos
trabajado en las dos estancias de 3 meses que se han realizado en dicho
centro de investigación.
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Caṕıtulo 2

Publicaciones Relevantes

En este caṕıtulo resumiremos las publicaciones más relevantes que se han
realizado hasta la fecha. En primer lugar destacamos en la Sección 2.1 las prin-
cipales contribuciones que se han realizado en el conjunto de las publicaciones
aqúı expuestas. En la Sección 2.2 describimos las publicaciones más relevantes
realizadas en orden cronológico. Por último, en la Sección 2.3 se muestran al-
gunos indicios de calidad de los trabajos seleccionados.

2.1. Resumen de contribuciones

En esta sección se presenta un resumen de las principales aportaciones re-
alizadas hasta la fecha aśı como la contribución realizada por el autor en las
mismas:

1. Soporte operacional para el análisis de modelos de caracteŕısticas

Descripción del problema: Los modelos de caracteŕısticas necesitan de un
soporte operacional que automatice su análisis.

Contribución: Hemos propuesto una transformación de los modelos de
caracteŕısticas extendidos con información extra-funcional a progra-
mación con restricciones, para ofrecer soporte operacional. Además
hemos propuesto el uso de múltiples resolutores para analizar mode-
los de caracteŕısticas.

2. Análisis de errores

Descripción del problema: Los modelos de caracteŕısticas pueden contener
errores al ser su edición una actividad propensa a errores. Se hace
necesario un soporte automático para el análisis de estos errores.

Contribución: Hemos categorizado tres tipos de errores: caracteŕısticas
muertas, falsas caracteŕısticas opcionales y modelos de caracteŕısticas
vaćıos. Hemos dividido el análisis de errores en tres fases: detección,
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explicación y solución. Hemos propuesto usar la teoŕıa de la diagnosis
para describir de forma abstracta el tratamiento de errores, permi-
tiendo de esta forma la implementación mediante diversos resolutores
lógicos y su extensión para soportar nuevos tipos de error.

3. Modelos de caracteŕısticas en la gestión de proyectos

Descripción del problema: Se necesita obtener información fiable para la
toma de decisiones en el proceso de desarrollo de SPLs.

Contribución: Hemos propuesto extender los modelos de caracteŕısticas
con información sobre los costes y tiempos de desarrollo. Haciendo
uso de la capacidad de análisis de modelos de caracteŕısticas, se puede
extraer información relativa al coste y tiempos de desarrollo totales
de los distintos productos.

4. Herramienta de soporte al análisis de modelos de caracteŕısticas
(FAMA)

Descripción del problema: No existen herramientas para el análisis de
modelos de caracteŕısticas.

Contribución: Hemos desarrollado un conjunto de técnicas y herramien-
tas que soportan el análisis automático de modelos de caracteŕısticas.
Como resultado hemos desarrollado una primera versión de FAMA
(FeAture Model Analyser) que se ofrece como un plug–in de Eclipse.

5. Experiencias industriales

Descripción del problema: Se busca la aplicabilidad de las propuestas en
SPL en casos de estudio reales.

Contribución: Se ha publicado una propuesta para la adaptación del
patrón de diseño fábrica abstracta para soportar dinámicamente la
modificación de los productos que ofrece. Se presenta como una forma
de llevar a cabo las relaciones opcionales descritas en los modelos de
caracteŕısticas.

6. Ĺıneas de productos de sistemas multiagentes

Descripción del problema: Se necesita información para la toma de deci-
siones en casos reales de ĺıneas de productos modeladas con sistemas
multiagente.

Contribución: Se precisa de un mecanismo para determinar los core–
assets de una SPL real. Se propone el uso de la comunalidad co-
mo factor determinante para tomar esta decisión. Este trabajo po-
dŕıa también englobarse dentro de las propuestas para la gestión de
proyectos y como experiencia industrial, puesto que se desarrolla en
el marco de un proyecto real de la NASA.
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2.2. Publicaciones (en orden cronológico)

Nuestro trabajo de investigación se ha desarrollado en el contexto de las
ĺıneas de productos software básicamente en dos proyectos de investigación:
WEBMADE y WEB-FAMILIES. Hasta la fecha hemos seguido un camino en el
que hemos logrado publicar nuestras contribuciones en algunos de los foros de
referencia en ĺınes de producto, habiendo logrado un impacto considerable en
algunas de nuestras publicaciones. A continuación se muestran nuestras publi-
caciones más relevantes ordenadas en orden cronológico destacándose en cada
una de ellas la aportación que el autor ha realizado en ellas:

Tras un profundo estudio sobre los modelos de caracteŕısticas, concluimos
que era necesario dotar de un soporte automático al análisis de modelos
de caracteŕısticas. Presentamos una primera propuesta [9] en la que se
presentaba un método para traducir los modelos de caracteŕısticas a CSPs.
Esto nos permit́ıa dotar de un soporte automático a algunas operaciones
de análisis de modelos de caracteŕısticas. Esta propuesta se mostró en un
taller de trabajo organizado por los principales autores europeos del área.
Una evolución de este mismo trabajo se presentó en un taller de trabajo
nacional [12].

SVM04. D. Benavides, A. Ruiz-Cortés, and P. Trinidad. Coping with
automatic reasoning on software product lines. En Proceedings of
the 2nd Groningen Workshop on Software Variability Management,
Noviembre 2004.

Aportación: Realización del estudio experimental del rendimiento de las
operaciones.

ZOCO04. D. Benavides, A. Ruiz-Cortés, and P. Trinidad. Putting the
Basis for Automatic Reasoning on Software Product Lines. En Actas
del Tercer Workshop en Desarrollo y Mantenimiento Ágil de Aplica-
ciones Basadas en Servicios Web (ZOCO’04), Noviembre 2004.

Aportación: Realización del estudio experimental del rendimiento de las
operaciones.

Presentamos un art́ıculo en un taller de trabajo nacional donde mostramos
una evolución de nuestro trabajo el uso del análisis automático de modelos
de caracteŕısticas para la gestión de planes de producción [43]:

ADIS04. P. Trinidad, D. Benavides, and A. Ruiz-Cortés. Improving de-
cision making in software product lines product plan management.
En J. Dolado, I. Ramos, and J. Cuadrado-Gallego, editors, Proceed-
ings of the V ADIS 2004 Workshop on Decision Support in Software
Engineering, volumen 120. CEUR Workshop Proceedings (CEUR-
WS.org), 2004.
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Aportación: Propuesta algunas las operaciones de razonamiento sobre
modelos de caracteŕısticas que apoyen la toma de decisiones en la
gestión en SPL.

Estos trabajos fueron el punto de partida para nuestro art́ıculo que presen-
tamos en la conferencia CAiSE en su edición de 2005. En ella presentamos
una transformación de los modelos de caracteŕısticas a CSPs proponiendo
diversas operaciones de análisis [10].

CAiSE05. D. Benavides, A. Ruiz-Cortés, and P. Trinidad. Automated
reasoning on feature models. En Advanced Information Systems En-
gineering: 17th International Conference, CAiSE 2005, volumen 3520
de Lecture Notes in Computer Sciences, páginas 491–503. Springer–
Verlag, 2005.

Aportación: Definición de las métricas de variabilidad y comunalidad
en modelos de caracteŕısticas. Soporte para el análisis automático de
ambas operaciones con CSP. Realización del estudio experimental.

Una extensión de [10] fue aceptada en la conferencia SEKE 2005 [11].

SEKE05. D. Benavides, A. Ruiz-Cortés, and P. Trinidad. Using con-
straint programming to reason on feature models. En The Seven-
teenth International Conference on Software Engineering and Knowl-
edge Engineering, SEKE, 2005.

Aportación: Primera propuesta de nuestro marco de trabajo para el
análisis de modelos de caracteŕıstica. Redefinición de las operaciones
de análisis. Estudio experimental.

Conjuntamente con el grupo ONEKIN de la Universidad del Páıs Vas-
co, escribimos un art́ıculo conjunto [17] que presentamos en un taller de
trabajo organizado en el contexto de la conferencia principal de ĺıneas
de productos, SPLC en su edición de 2005. En este trabajo propusimos
modularizar los modelos de caracteŕısticas haciendo uso de XML Schema.

SPLC05. D. Benavides, S. Trujillo, and P. Trinidad. On the modulariza-
tion of feature models. En First European Workshop on Model Trans-
formation. Software Product Line Conference, Septiembre 2005.

Aportación: Definición del metamodelo de modelos de caracteŕısticas
con cardinalidades con soporte para atributos extra-funcionales. Adaptación
de FAMA para su soporte.

Participamos en la Escuela de Verano Generative and Transformational
Techniques in Software Engineering (GTTSE’05) donde se envió un re-
sumen de nuestro trabajo que fue seleccionado con otras 14 contribuciones
para ser presentadas durante la escuela de verano. Los organizadores se-
leccionaron 6 presentaciones para incluirlas en un volumen especial de
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Lecture Notes in Computer Science (LNCS) de Springer–Verlag. En este
libro publicamos un caṕıtulo [14] donde comparamos el rendimiento de dos
resolutores de CSP en el análisis automático de modelos de caracteŕısticas
con cardinalidad:

GTTSE05. D. Benavides, S. Segura, P. Trinidad, and A. Ruiz-Cortés.
Generative and Transformational Techniques in Software Engineer-
ing, volumen 4143 de Lecture Notes in Computer Science, caṕıtulo
Using Java CSP Solvers in the Automated Analyses of Feature Mod-
els, páginas 389–398. Springer–Verlag, 2006.

Aportación: Definición del metamodelo de modelos de caracteŕısticas
con cardinalidades.

Publicamos un art́ıculo en un taller de trabajo organizado en SPLC’06
[15] donde presentamos los primeros pasos para la definición de un marco
de trabajo para el análisis automático de modelos de caracteŕısticas:

SPLC06. D. Benavides, S. Segura, P. Trinidad, and A. Ruiz-Cortés. A
first step towards a framework for the automated analysis of feature
models. En Proceedings of the Workshop on Managing Variability
for Software Product Lines: Working With Variability Mechanisms,
páginas 39–45, 2006.

Aportación: Soporte para múltiples razonadores. Diseño del estudio ex-
perimental.

Publicamos dos art́ıculos, el primero un taller de trabajo en SPLC’06 [45]
y el segundo como art́ıculo corto en la conferencia CAiSE’06 [44].En ellos
presentamos una propuesta para automatizar la detección y explicación
de las caracteŕısticas muertas, un tipo frecuente de error, en modelos de
caracteŕısticas:

APLE06. P. Trinidad, D. Benavides, A. Ruiz-Cortés, S. Segura, and
M. Toro. Explanations for agile feature models. X. Franch and K. Coop-
er, editores, 1st International Workshop on Agile Product Line En-
gineering (APLE’06), 2006.

Aportación: Propuesta del modelado de la detección y explicación de
caracteŕısticas muertas mediante la teoŕıa de la diagnosis, para su
posterior transformación a CSPs.

CAiSE06. P. Trinidad, D. Benavides, and A. Ruiz-Cortés. A first step
detecting inconsistencies in feature models. En CAiSE Short Paper
Proceedings, 2006.

Aportación: Detección de caracteŕısticas muertas en modelos de carac-
teŕısticas haciendo uso del análisis automático y algoritmos espećıfi-
cos.
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En 2006, presentamos un art́ıculo en las Jornadas de Ingenieŕıa del Soft-
ware y Bases de Datos (JISBD) [13] donde presentamos un informe sobre
el estado del arte en el análisis automático de modelos de caracteŕısticas:

JISBD06. D. Benavides, A. Ruiz-Cortés, P. Trinidad, and S. Segura. A
survey on the automated analyses of feature models. En Jornadas de
Ingenieŕıa del Software y Bases de Datos (JISBD), páginas 367–376,
2006.

Aportación: Propuesta de modelado de la detección y explicación de
caracteŕısticas muertas mediante teoŕıa de la diagnosis.

Presentamos en el taller de trabajo de referencia en ingenieŕıa del soft-
ware orientada a agentes un trabajo [34] en el que se mostraba un caso
de estudio real de una familia de productos de misiones espaciales de la
NASA. En este trabajo se muestra cómo construir la arquitectura de una
SPL multiagente a partir de modelos de roles. Para la toma de decisiones
de las caracteŕısticas que forman parte de la arquitectura se hace uso del
análisis automático sobre el modelo de caracteŕısticas que define la SPL:

AOSE06. J. Peña, M. Hinchey, A. Ruiz-Cortés and P. Trinidad. Building
the core architecture of a multiagent system product line: With an
example from a future NASA mision. En 7th International Workshop
on Agent Oriented Software Engineering, volumen 4405 de Lecture
Notes in Computer Science. Springer–Verlag, 2006.

Aportación: Aplicación del factor de comunalidad para asistir la toma
de decisiones a la hora de determinar qué caracteŕısticas forman parte
de la arquitectura de una ĺınea de productos.

Hemos presentado una primera implementación de nuestro framework de
análisis automático FAMA [16] en un taller de trabajo organizado por el
LERO, un centro de investigación en ingenieŕıa del software donde estu-
vieron presentes los principales autores en el área de las ĺıneas de produc-
tos:

VAMOS07. D. Benavides, S. Segura, P. Trinidad, and A. Ruiz-Cortés.
FAMA: Tooling a framework for the automated analysis of feature
models. En Proceeding of the First International Workshop on Vari-
ability Modelling of Software-intensive Systems (VAMOS), 2007.

Aportación: Diseño e implementación del motor de análisis multiparadig-
ma de FAMA. Este diseño permite a FAMA incorporar distintos res-
olutores que apliquen diversos paradigmas lógicos para implementar
las operaciones de análisis de modelos de caracteŕısticas.

Hemos enviado un art́ıculo a la revista Journal of System and Software
donde presentamos una propuesta para la detección y explicación de er-
rores en modelos de caracteŕısticas haciendo uso de la teoŕıa de la diagnosis
de Reiter[42]. Actualmente está aceptado y en proceso de publicación:
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JSS07. P. Trinidad, D. Benavides, A. Ruiz-Cortés, A. Durán and M. Toro.
Automated Error Analysis for the Agilization of Feature Modeling.
Journal of System and Software (en prensa), 2007.

Aportación: Detección y explicación de los errores más frecuentes en
modelos de caracteŕısticas: caracteŕısticas muertas, falsas caracteŕısti-
cas opcionales y modelos de caracteŕısticas vaćıos. Se propone un
framework basado en la teoŕıa de la diagnosis y extensible en el tipo
de errores que soporta y los resolutores lógicos que las implementan.

Hemos contribuido con un caṕıtulo [18] en el libro de experiencias indus-
triales en ĺıneas de productos software en conjunción con TELVENT:

TELVENT. J. Bermejo, P. Trinidad, D. Benavides, and A. Ruiz-Cortés.
Software product lines in action, caṕıtulo Experience reports: Tel-
vent. Springer, Junio 2007.

Aportación: Caso de estudio. Propuesta de adaptar el PD Fábrica Ab-
stracta para soportar el cambio dinámico de los productos que crea
y de esta forma desarrollar parte de la arquitectura de una SPL a
partir de su modelo de caracteŕısticas.

En la Figura 2.2 se muestran las publicaciones por según su contribución y
la fecha de publicación.

2.3. Indicios de Calidad de los Trabajos Presen-
tados

Para poder valorar la calidad de los resultados de investigación aqúı presen-
tados, enumeramos a continuación aquellos factores cuantitativos y cualitativos
que puedan influir en dicha valoración:

JSS07 La revista Journal of Systems and Software posee un factor de impacto
de 0,744 en el Journal Citation Report de 2005.

De los comentarios recibidos por los revisores, destacamos los siguientes:

The paper provides a technique for the automatic analysis of feature
models, which integrates existing work (e.g., in diagnosis) very well.

The mapping to existing diagnosis and constraint solving techniques
seems to be very promising in terms of supporting the maintenance
and evolution of large-scale feature models.

Overall the paper provides a very interesting idea, which is presented
in a logically sound way. The main problem I see is the mostly indirect
relation to the aspect of agility. However, the technique in and by itself
is sound, and well-described.
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1 Capítulo de libro
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Contribuciones como autor principal

Contribuciones como colaborador

VAMOS07

Figura 2.1: Publicaciones por su contribución y fecha de publicación

A substantive paper presenting a new mapping of diagnosis from fea-
ture models to constraint satisfaction inspired by Reiter’s theory prob-
lems is presented.

A good quality paper that is well presented. I recommend acceptance
with addition of issues related to experiment and evaluation of this
approach.

Strong foundation to the automated analysis/error detection approach.

Además del proceso de revisión, hemos enviado el art́ıculo para su revisión
a Pierre-Yves Schobbens y Patrick Heymans de la Universidad de Namur
(Bélgica) y Richard Page de la Universidad de York (Reino Unido). Sus
principales comentarios han sido:

the use of diagnosis theory to spot and locate errors is a novel and in-
teresting idea. The formalisation of the approach is clear and elegant.
The paper does a great job is explaining thing very clearly, Patrick
Heymans.

It is very readable and well justified. Actually your approach is useful
even outside agile development, Pierre-Yves Schobbens.

I think the presentation of the automated error analysis is very nice,
and it’s a good contribution., Richard Page.
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TELVENT En este libro se exponen las principales experiencias reales de las
empresas participantes en el proyecto CAFE como ejemplo de casos de
éxito de aplicación de las SPL. Empresas como Nokia, Siemens, Philips,
Philips Medical Systems y Bosch han presentado también sus experiencias
junto con nosotros. De los editores de este libro cabe destacar que Frank
van der Linden está considerado como el padre de las ĺıneas de productos
en Europa, habiendo sido project manager de las series de proyectos ITEA,
ESAPS, CAFÉ y FAMILIES; Es miembro del comité de dirección de las
conferencias SPLC y es co-autor de dos libros sobre ĺıneas de productos.

JISBD06 Congreso de referencia en España con un ratio de aceptación en la
edición de 2006 del 32,5 %. Este trabajo ha recibido las siguientes referen-
cias:

Conferencias indexadas en ISI

1. A. Metzger, P. Heymans, K. Pohl, and P. Y. Schobbens. Disambiguat-
ing the documentation of variability in software product lines: A sep-
aration of concerns, formalization and automated analysis. En Pro-
ceedings of the 15th IEEE International Requirements Engineering
Conference (to appear), 2007. [32].

Talleres de trabajo internacionales

2. P. Heymans, P.Y. Schobbens, J.C. Trigaux, R. Matulevicius, A. Classen,
and Y. Bontemps. Towards the comparative evaluation of feature di-
agram languages. En Proceedings of the Software and Services Vari-
ability Management Workshop - Concepts, Models and Tools, 2007.
[29].

CAISE05 Este trabajo fue presentado en la edición de CAiSE 2005 con un
ı́ndice de aceptación del 18 %. Este congreso está indexado en CITESEER
con un ı́ndice de impacto de 0,74. Es nuestro trabajo más mencionado y
cuenta con las siguientes referencias:

Revistas indexadas en JCR

1. P. Schobbens, J.C. Trigaux P. Heymans, and Y. Bontemps. Generic
semantics of feature diagrams. Computer Networks, 51(2):456–479,
Feb. 2007. [39].

2. J. Pena, M. Hinchey, and A. Ruiz-Cortés. Multiagent system product
lines: Challenges and benefits. Communications of the ACM, 49(12):
82–84, Diciembre 2006. [35].
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Otras revistas

3. M. Cengarle, P. Graubmann, and S. Wagner. Semantics of UML 2.0
interactions with variabilities. Electronic Notes in Theoretical Com-
puter Science, 160:141–155, 2006. [20].

4. W. Zhang, H. Mei, and H. Zhao. Feature-driven requirement depen-
dency analysis and high-level software design. Requirements Engi-
neering, 11(3):205–220, June 2006. [53].

Conferencias indexadas en ISI

5. D. Batory. Feature models, grammars, and propositional formulas. In
Software Product Lines Conference, volumen 3714 de Lecture Notes
in Computer Sciences, pags. 7–20. Springer–Verlag, 2005. [4].

6. T. Asikainen, T. Mannisto, and T. Soininen. A unified conceptual
foundation for feature modelling. En Software Product Line Confer-
ence, 2006 10th International Conference, pags. 31–40. IEEE Press,
2006. [3].

7. J. White, D.C. Schmidt, E. Wuchner, and A.Ñechypurenko. Au-
tomating product-line variant selection for mobile devices. En Pro-
ceedings of the 11th Annual Software Product Line Conference (to
appear), 2007. [52].

8. V. Alves, R. Gheyi, T. Massoni, U. Kulesza, P. Borba, and C. Luce-
na. Refactoring product lines. En GPCE ’06: Proceedings of the 5th
international conference on Generative programming and component
engineering, pags. 201–210, New York, USA, 2006. ACM Press. [2].

9. P. Schobbens, P. Heymans, and J. Trigaux. Feature diagrams: A sur-
vey and a formal semantics. En Proceedings of the 14th IEEE Interna-
tional Requirements Engineering Conference (RE). IEEE Computer
Society, 2006.[38].

10. A. Metzger, P. Heymans, K. Pohl, and P. Y. Schobbens. Disambiguat-
ing the documentation of variability in software product lines: A sep-
aration of concerns, formalization and automated analysis. En Pro-
ceedings of the 15th IEEE International Requirements Engineering
Conference (to appear), 2007. [32].

11. D. Wagelaar and V. Jonckers. Explicit platform models for MDA.
En MODELS 2005 8th International Conference on Model Driven
Engineering Languages and Systems, volumen 3713 de Lecture Notes
in Computer Science. Springer–Verlag, 2005. [51].

Talleres de trabajo internacionales

12. K. Czarnecki and P. Kim. Cardinality-based feature modeling and
constraints: A progress report. En Proceedings of the International
Workshop on Software Factories At OOPSLA 2005, 2005. [24].
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13. J. Trigaux, P. Heymans, P. Schobbens, and A. Classen. Compara-
tive semantics of feature diagrams: FFD vs. vDFD. En Proceedings
of the Fourth International Workshop on Comparative Evolution in
Requirements Engineering (CERE), 2006. [41].

14. P. Heymans, P.Y. Schobbens, J.C. Trigaux, R. Matulevicius, A. Classen,
and Y. Bontemps. Towards the comparative evaluation of feature di-
agram languages. En Proceedings of the Software and Services Vari-
ability Management Workshop - Concepts, Models and Tools, 2007.
[29].

15. R. Gheyi, T. Massoni, and P. Borba. A theory for feature models in
alloy. En Proceedings of the ACM SIGSOFT First Alloy Workshop,
pags. 71–80, 2006.[27].

16. D. Wagelaar. Towards context-aware feature modelling using ontolo-
gies. En Proceedings of the MoDELS 2005 International workshop on
MDD for Software Product Lines, 2005. [50].

17. L. Etxeberria, G. Sagardui, and L. Belategi. Modelling variation in
quality attributes. En Proceeding of the First International Workshop
on Variability Modelling of Software-intensive Systems (VAMOS),
2007. [25].

18. H. Siy, P. Aryal, V. Winter, M. Zand. Aspectual Support for Spec-
ifying Requirements in Software Product Lines. En Early Aspects at
ICSE: Workshop in Aspect-Oriented Requirements Engineering and
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Automated Error Analysis for the Agilization ofFeature Modeling 1P. Trinidad, D. Benavides, A. Durán, A. Ruiz-Cortés, M. ToroDpto. de Lenguajes y Sistemas Informátios, University of SevilleAv. Reina Meredes s/n, 41012 Seville (Spain)AbstratSoftware produt lines(SPL) and agile methods share the ommon goal of rapidlydeveloping high quality software. Although they follow di�erent approahes to ahieveit, we laim that it is possible to �nd the synergy between them. We onsider twooptions for that: i) applying agile priniples to SPL ativities so development be-omes more agile. Feature models are used to desribe the produts within an SPLand are intensively used during SPL development. If we apply the agile priniplesto feature modeling, all the ativities that use feature models an beome more ag-ile; ii) agile methodologies produe only one produt, so they should be tailored tosupport the development of SPL. We hoose Feature-Driven Development(FDD) asthe most suitable agile methodology as the whole development proess relies on theonept of feature that is also used in feature models.Both options propose the use of feature models whih are evolutionary models thatare a�eted by hanges on requirements. It is well-known that hanging a featuremodel is an error-prone ativity. One of the objetives of agile methods is a rapidresponse to hanges. If we want feature models to support this evolution, errorsshould be analysed in order to produe error-free feature models.As a ontribution to �nd the intended synergy, this paper sets the basis to givean automated support to feature model error analysis by means of Reiter's theoryof diagnosis.Key words: feature models, agile methods, error analysis, theory of diagnosis, on-straint programming
1 Introdution and MotivationAgile methods have arisen to fae up to the problems that traditional software develop-ment methodologies have not satisfatorily solved yet. Agile methods pursue some mainEmail address: {ptrinidad, benavides, amador, aruiz, mtoro}�us.es (P. Trinidad, D.Benavides, A. Durán, A. Ruiz-Cortés, M. Toro).
1 This work has been partially supported by the European Commission (FEDER) and SpanishGovernment under CICYT projet Web�Fatories (TIN2006-00472).Preprint submitted to Elsevier August 31, 2007



goals whih are presented in the Agile Manifesto (Fowler and Highsmith, 2001). It pro-poses a number of key hanges to traditional software development suh as fousing thee�orts during development in the interation with ustomers through working softwarerather than using never�maintained doumentation that is shelved and never dusted; ol-laborating with ustomers during development instead of negotiating ontrats at thebeginning of development; adapting software to hanging requirements. Therefore, theaim of agile methods is produing high�quality produts in less time and ost than us-ing traditional software development methodologies by reduing unneessary tasks andinreasing produtivity.On the other hand, software produt lines (SPLs) intend to develop a set or family of prod-uts within a onrete appliation domain. Produts are developed from a set of ommonassets that are shared by all the produts �the ore assets� and a set of produt�spei�assets. The ore�assets development proess is known as domain engineering whereas theprodut�spei� assets development proess is known as appliation engineering (Pohlet al., 2005).Although apparently both approahes are very di�erent from eah other, they share theaim of reduing development time and ost while quality is not ompromised, even in-reased. Toward our objetive of using software produt lines and agile methods at thesame time, we envision two possible alternatives: either adapting software produt line de-velopment to omprise the Agile Manifesto or tailoring agile methods for software produtline development.Regarding the �rst alternative, SPL invest a huge e�ort in analysis and design. The �rstprodut is delivered to the ustomer when the SPL arhiteture and its produt-spei�assets are developed. This an be ontraditory with the agile priniples, that intend toperiodially deliver software to ustomers. Applying agile methods to SPL developmentimplies applying their priniples to some of the SPL development proesses. Feature mod-els are used to desribe the produts in an SPL and are intensively used in SPL develop-ment. For example, Czarneki et al. (2005) and Sohos et al. (2004) propose inferring theore arhiteture from feature models; Batory et al. (2004) propose using feature-orientedprogramming (FOP) to implement an SPL deomposing the arhiteture in features andautomatially deriving produts from a seletion of their features derive produts; andBenavides et al. (2005) use feature models to support deision making during prodution.As many proesses in SPL development use feature models, applying agile priniples tofrequent operations on feature models an be a ontribution to make SPL developmentmore agile.Feature models (FM) are evolutionary models that are reviewed every time a new re-quirement arises from the ustomers. As Kang et al. (1990) state in the Feature�OrientedDomain Analysis (FODA) report, an important task to use feature models is hekingthat they ontain no error. Eah time hanges are introdued in a feature model, we mustguarantee that it is error-free. This problem beomes larger when large-sale SPL are de-sribed in terms of features, as ensuring that a feature model is error-free by hand is notfeasible, needing an automated support. Despite of this need, there is a lak of proposalsthat fous on produing error-free FMs (see Setion 7). From this point of view, givingan automated support to feature model error analysis is a ontribution to apply agilepriniples to SPL development. 26



The other alternative we onsider is tailoring an agile methodology to develop an SPL.First, we hoose the agile methodology that �ts better with the priniples of SPL. Williams(2004) ompares 4 agile methodologies (XP, FDD, SCRUM and Crystal) and states FDDas the agile methodology that has the most thorough analysis and design praties. FDDdeomposes the ustomer requirements in terms of features to obtain a list of features.An iterative and inremental proess is de�ned to develop one or more features from thefeatures list and onstantly deliver the software to the ustomer in two-weeks iterations.After eah iteration and depending on the ustomer's feedbak, the list of features isreviewed. We think that FDD an be tailored to support SPL onepts based on threeommon points:
• SPL and FDD deomposes the software in terms of features.
• The list of features and feature models are evolutionary as they are onstantly reviewed.
• FDD invest an important e�ort in analysis and design and agility is introdued in thetwo-weeks iterations.Introduing FMs in FDD to support SPL priniples also implies that whenever a FMhanges in an iteration, it must be heked to be error-free. As mentioned before, this isan error-prone ativity even more when we are working with large-sale SPLs. Therefore,an automated support for feature modeling is also needed to adapt FDD to SPL priniples.In onlusion, a �rst step in ombining SPL and agile methods, independently from thealternative hosen, we need an automated tehnique that supports the prodution oferror-free FMs.Despite of the demand of the FODA report for an automated support to produe error-free FMs and years after it was published, this demand still remains and has only beenpartially dealt with. Previous works suh as Mannion (2002); von der Massen and Lihter(2004); Czarneki and Kim (2005); Raatikainen et al. (2005) have partially dealt withdeteting errors in feature models. Apart from Batory (2005), few of them have fousedon the importane of produing error�free feature models, inluding the possibility ofproviding explanations to the modeler so that errors an be deteted and removed inan agile way. The work presented in this artile ontributes to automating the errortreatment in feature models by modeling the problems of deteting and explaining errorsand providing operational solutions to both of them. In this way, we think feature modelingan be agilized, a step towards software produt line agilizing.This artile proposes automating error treatment of feature models using a three�levelframework, whih is depited in Figure 1. The feature model level, whih desribes theproblem of deteting and explaining errors in feature models, is presented in Setion 3.In Setion 4, the diagnosis level, whih maps feature models onto diagnosis models usingtheory of diagnosis to formally desribe the problem of deteting and explaining errors,is desribed. In Setion 5, the implementation level, whih implements the diagnosis levelusing onstraint satisfation problems, a desriptive tehnique that an be solved using o��the�shelf solvers, is desribed. Additionally, Setion 2 presents some preliminaries wherefeature models are brie�y desribed and some basi onepts of theory of diagnosis andonstraint satisfation optimization problem are introdued. In Setion 6 we validate ourproposal applying it to a real ase. Setion 7 summarizes the related work on automatedtreatment of errors in feature models. Finally, Setion 8 shows some onlusions and the27
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Figure 1. Feature model error treatment frameworkpaths to follow in our future work in error analysis and agile software produt line.2 Preliminaries2.1 Feature ModelsAs brie�y ommented in Setion 1, feature models are a widely used notation to desribethe set of produts in a software produt line in terms of features. In feature models,features are hierarhially linked in a tree�like struture and are optionally onneted byross�tree onstraints. An example on how feature models are depited is shown in Figure2, where the feature model desribes a Home Integration System(HIS) produt line.
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survey we refer the reader to Shobbens et al. (2007)):Mandatory A hild feature is mandatory when it is required to appear whenever itsparent feature appears. In the example, R10 is a mandatory relationship between Control(the parent feature) and Temperature (hild feature), i.e. whenever a temperature ontrolis present in a produt, there must be a ontrol system in that produt.Optional A hild feature is said to be optional when it an appear or not whenever itsparent features appears. In the example, R9 is an optional relationship between Controland Applianes Control, i.e. the applianes ontrol feature an be optionally hosenwhenever there is a ontrol system in a produt.Or�relationship A set of hild features have an or�relationship with their parent featurewhen one or more hild features an be seleted when the parent feature appears.Relationship R11 in Figure 2 is an or�relationship where whenever Servies is seleted,Video on demand or Internet Colletion or both must be seleted.Alternative A set of hild features are said to be alternative when only one of themmust be seleted when the parent feature appears. Relationship R12 is an alternativerelation in Figure 2, where ADSL, Wireless or Power line Internet onnetions must beseleted but only one of them in a single produt.Requires, Exludes A ross�tree relationship like A requires B means that in anyprodut where feature A appears, feature B must also appear. On the other hand, arelationship like A exludes B means that both features annot appear in the sameprodut at the same time. In the sample feature model, Power Line annot appear in aprodut if Light Control appears and vie versa.2.2 Theory of DiagnosisThe well�known theory of diagnosis proposed by Reiter (1987) has been widely used todiagnose systems�espeially eletroni iruits�, i.e. to determine whih system ompo-nents, if any, make the system behave abnormally.In Reiter's theory of diagnosis, a system is modeled as a pair (SD ,COMPS ) whereCOMPS is the set of system omponents and the system desription (SD) is a set ofprediates de�ning the behavioral and strutural models of the system. In the behavioralmodel, the normal behavior of system omponents is desribed as logial impliations ofthe negation of their abnormal behavior, denoted as Ab() where  is a system omponent.Obviously, the negation of an abnormal behavior is onsidered as a normal behavior.
I1 I2

in(I1) in(I2)
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0 0

0
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1 1Figure 3. The two inverters iruit and its normal behaviorAs an example inspired by the one in (de Kleer et al., 1990), let us onsider the two-inverter iruit in Figure 3. An inverter is an eletroni omponent that inverts its input,29



i.e. it outputs 1 when its input is 0 and vie versa. As the reader an imagine, the normalbehavior of the iruit in Figure 3 is outputting its input sine is a double inversion, i.e.in(I1) = out(I2). Following Reiter's theory of diagnosis, the system omponents an bemodeled as COMPS = { I1, I2 }, representing the two inverters. Assuming an inversionfuntion inv : {0, 1} → {0, 1} suh that inv(0) = 1 and inv(1) = 0, the behavioral andstrutural models, i.e. the system desription SD , would be the following:SD = {¬Ab(I1) ⇒ out(I1) = inv(in(I1)), [behavioral model]
¬Ab(I2) ⇒ out(I2) = inv(in(I2)), [behavioral model]out(I1) = in(I2) } [strutural model]In Reiter's theory of diagnosis, in order to diagnose a system a set of observations OBS ,expressed as prediates, is needed. For example, a set of observations for the two inverteriruit �denoting an abnormal behavior� ould be { in(I1) = 0, out(I2) = 1 }. Inthis ontext, a Reiter's diagnosis of (SD ,COMPS ,OBS ) is de�ned as a minimal set ofomponents with abnormal behavior, denoted as ∆. In other words, ∆ ⊆ COMPS is adiagnosis of (SD ,COMPS ,OBS ) if the following set of prediates is onsistent and ∆ isminimal:SD ∪ OBS ∪ { Ab() |  ∈ ∆ } ∪ { ¬Ab() |  ∈ COMPS − ∆ } (1)If the system behaves normally, then ∆ = ∅ and the following set of prediates is onsis-tent:SD ∪ OBS ∪ { ¬Ab() |  ∈ COMPS } (2)Following with the two inverters example and the former example observation, to hekif the system behaves normally, i.e. ∆ = ∅, we verify that the following set of prediatesis onsistent:

{ ¬Ab(I1) ⇒ out(I1) = inv(in(I1)), [SD (behavioral model)]
¬Ab(I2) ⇒ out(I2) = inv(in(I2)), [SD (behavioral model)]out(I1) = in(I2), [SD (strutural model)]in(I1) = 0, out(I2) = 1, [OBS]
¬Ab(I1),¬Ab(I2) } [¬Ab() |  ∈ COMPS]In this ase, the previous set is not onsistent. That means that there are omponents in ∆that makes the system behave abnormally. A naive algorithm to identify the omponentswith abnormal behavior is to hek all elements in the power set of omponents PCOMPSagainst formula (1) and selet those whih are minimal. In the example, PCOMP =

{ ∅, {I1}, {I2}, {I1, I2} } and two diagnoses, ∆1 = {I1} and ∆2 = {I2} make formula (1)onsistent and are minimal. That means that only one of the inverters fails, but not thetwo of them simultaneously.There are many di�erent tehniques to diagnose a system based on Reiter's theory ofdiagnosis. Next in Setion 5 we show how to use CSP solvers to diagnose feature models,applying the onepts desribed in this Setion.30



2.3 Constraint Satisfation Optimization ProblemsA Constraint Satisfation Problem (CSP) is a delarative paradigm to model and solveproblems using onstraints (Tsang, 1995). A CSP is de�ned as a 3�tuple (V ,D ,C ) whereV is a set of variables, eah ranging on a �nite domain from set D , and C is a set ofonstraints restriting the values that the variables an take simultaneously. A solution toa CSP is an assignment to eah variable of a value from its orresponding domain so thatall onstraints are satis�ed simultaneously. In the ommon usage of CSPs, we may searhfor: i) just one solution, with no preferene, ii) all solutions, iii) an optimal solution bymeans of an objetive funtion de�ned in terms of one or more variables of the problem.Solutions to a CSP an be found by searhing through all possible value assignments tovariables.Consider for instane, the CSP: ({a, b}, { {0, 1, 2}, {0, 1, 2} }, {a + b < 4}) where bothvariables a and b take value in the domain {0, 1, 2} and are onstrained by {a + b < 4}.The only value assignment that does not satisfy a + b < 4 is {a 7→ 2, b 7→ 2}, so there areeight solutions. Nevertheless, if we replae the onstraint with a + b < 0 then the CSP isnot satis�able, i.e. there is no possible value assignment satisfying the onstraints.In many real�life appliations, we do not want to �nd any solution to a CSP but a goodone. The quality of a solution is usually measured by an appliation�dependent funtionalled objetive funtion. In these ases, the goal is �nding a solution that satis�es all theonstraints and minimize or maximize the objetive funtion. Suh problems are referredto as Constraint Satisfation Optimization Problems, that onsist of a CSP (V ,D ,C ) andan optimization funtion O that maps every solution to a numerial value.In the previous example, suppose that we de�ne a onstraint satisfation optimizationproblem where the optimization funtion is O(s) = a, whih maximizes the value of a.There are two solutions in the original CSP, { {a 7→ 2, b 7→ 0}, {a 7→ 2, b 7→ 1} },that maximizes the value of the objetive funtion and are therefore the solutions of theonstraint satisfation optimization problem.There is an important amount of researh on algorithms and heuristis to solve onstraintsatisfation (optimization) problems, and the set of operational alternatives is growing,inluding both ommerial and free solvers.3 Feature Model Level: Dealing with Errors in Feature ModelsA feature model is omposed by features and relationships among them. A feature modeldesribes the produts in a software produt line where a produt is a seletion of features.Relationships are added to redue the set of produts until the software produt lineis properly desribed. Sometimes, introduing new relationships in a feature model mayaidentally remove some produts so the feature model does not desribe the real softwareprodut line. On the other hand, the feature model may not be orretly onstrained sosome produts that are not in the software produt line are still kept in the feature model.Therefore, feature modeling is an error�prone task where representing the orret software31
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4.1 Transforming a Feature Model into a Diagnosis ModelAs desribed in setion 2.2, COMPS , SD and OBS sets must be de�ned to represent afeature model as a diagnosis model. In our iruit�like representation of feature models,the relationships are onsidered as the omponents of the iruit to be diagnosed. In otherwords, COMPS = { R1, . . . ,Rn } where Ri represents the Ri relationship in the featuremodel.To de�ne the SD set, some notation must be previously adopted. All Ri omponents,exept those representing a root relationship, have one parent input and one or morehild inputs (see legend in Figure 7). The expression parent(Ri) denotes the parent inputof the Ri omponent and hild(Ri) denotes its hild input. Whenever a omponent has avariable number of hildren (or and alternative relationships), the expression hildj (Ri)denotes the j th hild input of omponent Ri , with 1 ≤ j ≤ m. For all type of omponents,out(Ri) denotes their output.
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One the notation is de�ned, the behavioral model of the diagnosis system an be spei�edas shown in Figure 8. For the sake of simpliity, all de�nitions have the form ¬Ab(Ri) ⇒
( out(Ri) = 1 ⇔ ( behaviour1(Ri) ) ), where behaviour1(Ri) is a prediate relating theinputs of the Ri omponent that must hold when its output is 1. There is no need toinlude omponent behaviour when their output is 0 in SD beause, sine all possibleinput and output values are { 0, 1 }, it an be dedued that ¬Ab(Ri) ⇒ ( out(Ri) = 0 ⇔
( ¬behaviour1(Ri) ) ).To omplete the de�nition of SD , we must de�ne the strutural model that desribeshow feature signals and omponent inputs bind. As an example, the strutural modelorresponding to the iruit in Figure 7 is shown in Figure 9.4.2 Diagnosing a Feature ModelThe third element in a diagnosis model is the set of observations. Diagnosing a systemrelies on onsisteny heking, i.e. deteting ontraditions between the system desriptionand a given set of observations assuming that all omponents are behaving normally. Inthe ase of diagnosing feature models, we assume that all relationships are satis�ed, i.e.
∀mi=1

out(Ri) = 1, and foring one or more features to be present or absent, as desribedin the following setions.4.2.1 Diagnosing Dead FeaturesA dead feature is a feature that does not appear in any produt. In other words, if
∀mi=1

out(Ri) = 1, that feature annot be present in any input. By translating this oneptinto a diagnosis model, we an a�rm that if the following set of prediates is inonsistent,Type of Ri BehaviorRoot ¬Ab(Ri ) ⇒ ( out(Ri ) = 1 ⇔ ( hild(Ri) = 1 ) )Mandatory ¬Ab(Ri ) ⇒ ( out(Ri ) = 1 ⇔ ( parent(Ri) = 1 ⇔ hild(Ri) = 1 ) )Optional ¬Ab(Ri ) ⇒ ( out(Ri ) = 1 ⇔ ( hild(Ri) = 1 ⇒ parent(Ri) = 1 ) )Alternative ¬Ab(Ri ) ⇒ ( out(Ri ) = 1 ⇔ (

( parent(Ri) = 1 ∧
∑mj=1 hildj (Ri) = 1 ) ∨

( parent(Ri) = 0 ∧
∑mj=1 hildj (Ri) = 0 ) ) )Or ¬Ab(Ri ) ⇒ ( out(Ri ) = 1 ⇔ (

( parent(Ri) = 1 ∧
∑mj=1 hildj (Ri) ≥ 1 ) ∨

( parent(Ri) = 0 ∧
∑mj=1 hildj (Ri) = 0 ) ) )Requires ¬Ab(Ri ) ⇒ ( out(Ri ) = 1 ⇔ ( parent(Ri) = 1 ⇒ hild(Ri) = 1 ) )Exludes ¬Ab(Ri ) ⇒ ( out(Ri ) = 1 ⇔ ( parent(Ri) = 1 ⇒ hild(Ri) = 0 ) )Figure 8. Mapping a feature model onto a diagnosis behavioral model35



hild(R1) = HIS [strutural model℄parent(R2) = HIShild(R2) = supervisionparent(R5) = supervisionhild(R6) = fire
· · ·

¬Ab(R1) ⇒ ( out(R1) = 1 ⇔ ( hild(R1) = 1 ) ) [behavioral model℄
¬Ab(R2) ⇒ ( out(R2) = 1 ⇔ ( parent(R2) = 1 ⇔ hild(R2) = 1 ) )

¬Ab(R3) ⇒ ( out(R3) = 1 ⇔ ( parent(R3) = 1 ⇔ hild(R3) = 1 ) )

· · · Figure 9. Diagnosis system desription orresponding to Figure 4then fdead is a dead feature:SD ∪ { ∀mi=1
out(Ri) = 1, fdead = 1 } ∪ { ¬Ab(Ri) | Ri ∈ COMPS }Applying the theory of diagnosis we may determine all possible diagnoses {∆1, · · · , ∆k}that make fdead be a dead feature. Eah ∆i is a subset of omponents, i.e. relationships inthe feature model, that makes the following set of prediates onsistent:SD ∪ { ∀mi=1

out(Ri) = 1, fdead = 1 }

∪ { Ab(Ri) | Ri ∈ ∆i }
∪ { ¬Ab(Ri) | Ri ∈ COMPS − ∆i }In the sample feature model, pl feature is a dead feature beause the observation OBS =

{∀mi=1
out(Ri) = 1, pl = 1} is not onsistent with the system desription assuming allomponents are behaving normally. The reason is that the pl feature is inompatiblewith light ontrol feature, whih is a mandatory one. This orresponds with the setof diagnoses for that observation, ∆1 = {R3}, ∆2 = {R8} and ∆3 = {R13}, whih areindiating that relationships R3, R8 and R13 are responsible of making pl a dead feature. IfR3 or R8 are turned into optional relationships or R13 is turned into a requires relationshipor removed, pl beomes a live feature.4.2.2 Diagnosing Full�Mandatory FeaturesA full�mandatory feature is a feature that must be present in a produt whenever itsparent feature is, despite of being a hild feature in a non�mandatory relationship, i.e.optional, or�relationship or alternative. Following a similar rationale to that for diagnosingdead features, it means that if Ri is a non�mandatory relationship, there annot be anyprodut in whih parent(Ri) = 1 and hildj (Ri) = 0, being hildj (Ri) the hild input of Ribound to the feature to be heked as full�mandatory. In diagnosis terms, if the followingset of prediates is inonsistent: 36



SD ∪ { ∀mi=1
out(Ri) = 1, parent(Ri) = 1, hildj (Ri) = 0 }

∪ { ¬Ab(Ri) | Ri ∈ COMPS }then the feature bound to hildj (Ri) is a full�mandatory feature. The explanations forthis kind of error follow the same reasoning as for dead features, i.e. determining the ∆idiagnoses.4.2.3 Diagnosing Void Feature ModelsA feature model is void if there does not exist any produt satisfying all its relationships,i.e. if it does not desribe any produt at all. It happens when the root is a dead feature,so it an be diagnosed following the dead features diagnosis rationale, i.e. if OBS =
{∀mi=1

out(Ri) = 1, hild(Rroot) = 1} makes the system inonsistent, the orrespondingmodel is a void feature model. Hereinafter, we onsider void feature models as a partiularase of dead features, so whenever we mention the term dead feature it impliitly inludesvoid feature models.5 Implementation Level: Modeling Diagnosis Problem as a CSPThe main advantage of de�ning error detetion and explanation in terms of theory ofdiagnosis is having the problem desribed in an implementation�independent way. In thiswork, we propose an implementation based on onstraint programming, however any otherimplementation ould be proposed relying on diagnosis level.Our proposal is inspired by two main soures: on the one hand, Benavides et al. (2005)proposed a diret mapping from a feature model onto a CSP to extrat information aboutthem; on the other hand, Fattah and Dehter (1995) proposed a general transformationfrom diagnosis problems into CSPs.5.1 Transforming a Diagnosis Model into a CSPThe �rst step to desribe any CSP is determining the set of variables (V ) and theirdomains (D). In our ase, we distinguish two kinds of variables: feature variables (VF )and abnormal variables (VAb). Eah variable Fi in VF = {F1, · · · ,Fm} orresponds to afeature in the feature model. It takes values in the domain {0, 1} where Fi = 0 indiatesthat the feature does not appear in a produt and Fi = 1 that it does appear. In thisway, a value assignment to all the feature variables represents whih features appear andwhih do not in a onrete produt.An abnormal variable Abj in VAb = {Ab1, · · · ,Abn} orresponds to a relationship Rj inthe feature model. Abj takes values in the domain {0, 1} where Abj = 0 indiates thatthe relationship Rj is not abnormal, it means that the relationship is satis�ed; Abj = 1indiates that the relationship Rj works abnormally and annot be satis�ed.37



A value assignment of the variables in their domains represents a potential produt wherethe set of features that appear on it are those whih related feature variables are set to1 and the set of non-satis�ed relationships is formed by those whih abnormal variablesare set to 1. If all the relationships are satis�ed, i.e. there is no abnormal variable takingvalue 1, the feature model desribes a software produt line that ontains the produt.Eah variable in a CSP orresponds to an element in a diagnosis model. Eah featurevariable Fi is related to a feature signal in the strutural model that represents a featureinput in the iruit model. If a feature signal input is 1, the feature variable Fi indiatesthat the feature appears in a produt so Fi = 1. If the input is 0, then the feature doesnot appear so Fi = 0. Eah abnormal variable Abj orresponds to an abnormal prediateAb(Rj ) in the behavioral model. Prediate ¬Ab(Rj ) is desribed as an assignment Abj = 0in the CSP and Ab(Rj ) is desribed as Abj = 1.We must onstrain the set of value assignments by de�ning the onstraints in the CSP. Weuse the de�nitions in the diagnosis behavioral model to de�ne the onstraints. As shown inFigure 8, all the de�nitions have the form ¬Ab(Ri) ⇒ ( out(Ri) = 1 ⇔ ( behaviour(Ri) ) ).Eah de�nition generates a onstraint in the CSP and the elements in the de�nitionorrespond to CSP variables. out(Ri) = 1 is an assignment that is fored in all theobservations, so we an assume that it always holds and simplify the de�nitions to
¬Ab(Ri) ⇒ ( behaviour(Ri) ).As previously said, prediates ¬Ab(Ri) are translated into an abnormal variable assign-ment Abi = 0. The behaviour prediate of omponent Ri de�nes the omponent behaviourby using parent and hild expressions that are bound to feature signals in the struturalmodel. As we have related eah feature signal to a CSP feature variable, we an translateeah parent and hild expressions into a feature variable.The obtained CSP represents the diagnosis model. Figure 10 shows the CSP resulting fromtransforming the diagnosis model in Figure 9 following these rules. The CSP is desribedby using Optimization Programming Language (OPL), an extended language to representonstraint programming problems (Hentenryk, 1999).

Figure 10. Transforming diagnosis model in Figure 9 into a CSPA solution to the CSP is an assignment of values in the domains that holds all theonstraints. Eah produt within a feature model must satisfy all the relationships. Todetermine the sets of produts, this satisfation must be fored by setting the values ofabnormal variables so all the relationships work orretly, i.e. {Abj = 0 | Abj ∈ VAb}.38



5.2 Diagnosing a Feature ModelOne the CSP is desribed, �rstly we implement error detetion. In diagnosis level we useobservations to look for errors. Observations in diagnosis level are assignments to inputsand outputs. As the outputs have been removed in the implementation level, observationsan be onsidered just as assignments to the inputs. It means that an observation im-plemented in CSP is a set of assignments to the feature variables related to the inputs.An assignment to a variable in CSP is a onstraint that is added to the CSP. Therefore,observations an be understood as onstraints that must be added to the original CSPto determine whether an error appears. Next, we de�ne the observations for eah kind oferror based on the observations proposed in Setion 4.2.5.2.1 Deteting Dead FeaturesA feature whose feature variable in the CSP is Fdead is dead if it appears in no produt.That means that, onsidering that all the relationships are satis�ed ({Abj = 0 | Abj ∈VAb}) there exists no solution when the feature appears in a produt (Fdead = 1). There-fore, in a feature model represented by a CSP in the form (VF ∪ VAb ,D ,C ), a featurewhih related feature variable is Fdead is dead if there is no solution to the following CSP:
(VF ∪ VAb ,D ,C ∪ {Abj = 0 | Abj ∈ VAb} ∪ {Fdead = 1})5.2.2 Deteting Full-mandatory FeaturesA feature whose feature variable in the CSP is Ffm is full-mandatory if it is part of anon-mandatory relationship and is fored to appear whenever its parent feature, whihfeature variable is Fp , appears. It means that, onsidering that all the relationships aresatis�ed ({Abj = 0 | Abj ∈ VAb}) there exists no solution where the parent featureappears (Fp = 1) and the hild feature does not (Ffm = 0). Therefore, in a feature modelrepresented by a CSP in the form (VF ∪ VAb ,D ,C ), a feature whose related featurevariable is Ffm is full-mandatory if there is no solution to the following CSP:

(VF ∪ VAb ,D ,C ∪ {Abj = 0 | Abj ∈ VAb} ∪ {Ffm = 0 ∧ Fp = 1})5.3 Explaining errorsOne the errors have been deteted, we have to determine the reasons why they appear, itmeans whih are the relations that made them appearing. In the diagnosis level, a minimaldiagnosis is a minimal set of relationships that behave abnormally and explain the errorsin the feature model. Finding the similarity with our CSP, a diagnosis ∆ is the set ofabnormal variables ∆ ⊆ VAb where {Abk 7→ 1 | Abk ∈ ∆} in the set of solutions of theCSP suh that | ∆ | is minimal. It means that we are not interested in all the solutions39



but those minimizing the number of failing relationships, i.e. the number of abnormalvariables taking value 1.This is a partiular ase of CSP alled Constraint Satisfation Optimization Problems(CSOP) where the objetive is not �nding all the solutions but those minimizing a riterionalled optimization funtion. In our ase we de�ne an optimization funtion ∑mk=1
Abk thatminimizes the number of failing relationships.To explain an error we use the same observations used to detet them but we do not foreall the relationships to be satis�ed. For the sample feature model we found that pl is adead feature, so looking for explanations onsists of �nding all the solutions to:

(VF ∪ VAb ,D ,C ∪ {pl = 1},min m∑k=1

Abk)Solutions are formed by assignments to feature and abnormal variables but we are onlyinterested in the relations that are satis�ed and those that are not, it means the valueassignments to the abnormal variables. Three solutions are obtained from the previousCSOP after removing the system variables from the solutions: {Ab3 7→ 1}, {Ab8 7→ 1},
{Ab13 7→ 1} (abnormal variables taking value 0 are not presented for ompatness). Sineeah abnormal variable is assoiated with a relationship in the feature model, we anprovide three explanations why pl is a dead feature: ∆1 = {R3}, ∆2 = {R8} and ∆3 =
{R13}.6 Applying our Proposal to a Real CaseWe have applied the implementation level desribed in this paper during a software prod-ut line development projet. The projet intends to build a set of ERP (EnterpriseResoure Planning) produts in the ontext of environmental resoures management. Asa �rst result of domain engineering ativities, a large-sale feature model was obtained.We followed an approah inspired by the FDD methodology to develop and re�ne theERP feature model in two-week iterations. In eah iteration we reviewed the featuremodel aording to hanges suggested by domain and appliation engineers. We used ourFAMA tool desribed by Benavides et al. (2007) with the inlusion of the tehniquesdesribed in this paper. FAMA allows the edition and analysis of the resulting featuremodels in order to detet, explain as well as orret the emerging errors. The empirialresults obtained in eah iteration are presented in Table 11. Eah row orresponds to aniteration. We performed 5 iterations over the feature model and we olleted the data ofeah iteration. The olumns are labeled as follows:
• #F: number of features of the feature model.
• #R: number of relationships without onsidering ross�tree relationships, i.e. requiresand exludes relationships.
• #CTR: number of ross�tree relationships.
• #FC: number of added plus removed features respeting to the previous iteration.40



• #RC: number of hanges a�eting the existing relationships plus number of added andremoved relationships respeting to the previous iteration.
• #CTRC: number of added plus removed ross-tree relationships respeting to the pre-vious iteration.
• #P: approximate number of produts represented by the feature model.
• #DF: number of dead features deteted by our tool and orreted by the user.
• VFM: if the resulting feature model inluded an error to make it to be void.
• #FMF: total number of full�mandatory features deteted by our tool and orreted bythe user.It #F #R #CTR #FC #RC #CTRC #P #DF VFM #FMF1 61 56 54 - - - 3, 59 · 1010 1 No 22 76 70 86 15 14 32 2, 96 · 1013 1 No 83 79 73 88 3 3 2 1, 17 · 1014 0 No 04 84 78 102 5 9 14 5, 18 · 1014 2 No 45 86 80 104 2 2 3 1, 46 · 1016 0 No 6Figure 11. Evolution of the feature model of an ERP SPLIn eah iteration, as a onsequene of the hanges in the SPL requirements and therefore inthe feature model, new errors arose even when the previous feature model was error-free.As a result of our experiene, a high number of ross�tree relationships often hinders theengineers to keep a reord of the arising errors. Our tool has supported the evolution ofthe ERP feature model easing and guaranteeing the prodution of an error-free featuremodel. Supporting a quiker evolution of feature models redues the time invested on thistask, allowing the engineers to onentrate in other tasks. The feature model resultingfrom this proess is depited in Figure 12. Notie that for the seek of simpliity we haveomitted part of the features on the feature model and all the ross�tree relationships.
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7 Related WorkAlthough the automated errors analysis in FMs was already identi�ed as a fundamentaltask in the original FODA report by Kang et al. (1990), few authors have dealt with it. Infat, as far as we know, there has not been a seminal approah to automatially analyseerrors in feature models.Our interest in automating error detetion and explanation arose from the work of von derMassen and Lihter (2004), where the authors proposed a ategorization of what they allde�ienies (alled as errors in this artile) in three levels of severity: redundany, anomalyand inonsisteny. Redundanies appear when relationships among features are modeledin multiple ways so they an be removed and the set of produts represented by a featuremodel remains. In some ases, redundanies an be intentionally introdued to emphasise arelation. We have not dealt with them in this artile beause they do not �t in our oneptof error. Anomalies appear when some produts are lost due to a mismodelling but thefeature model still de�nes some produts. Anomalies generate dead and full-mandatoryfeatures. Finally, inonsistenies appear when the feature model ontains ontraditoryrelations removing a set of produts (dead features) or making it impossible to deriveproduts (void feature models). Unfortunately, von der Massen and Lihter's proposallaks rigorous de�nitions and no automated analysis is suggested.Regarding the works dealing with automated error analysis, we distinguish between thosethat only deal with error detetion and those also oping with errors explanation. In the�rst group we mention the work of Mannion (2002); Zhang et al. (2004); Czarneki andKim (2005).Mannion uses �rst order logi to determine if a feature model is void or not, but no otherkind of error is deteted. Zhang et al. suggest the use of an automated tool support basedon the SVM System (MMillan, 1992) to detet void feature models and dead features.Finally, Czarneki and Kim propose the detetion of void feature models and dead featuresas a marginal result of applying binary deision diagrams to represent feature models.In the seond group where errors explanation is dealt with, Batory (2005); Sun et al.(2005); Wang et al. (2005) works automate errors explanation but are only able to detetwhether a feature model is void or not and whih are the on�iting relationships.Batory translates feature models into propositional formulas and uses SAT solvers (solversfor propositional alulus) and Logi Truth Maintenane Systems (LTMS) algorithms. Sunet al. translates feature models into Alloy, a simple strutural modeling language basedon �rst-order logi (Jakson, 2002). Alloy uses a SAT solver to analyze the relationshipsthat generate a void feature model. Finally, Wang et al. propose the translation of featuremodels into an OWL DL ontology. OWL DL is a expressive yet deidable sublanguage ofOWL (Ontology Web Language). It is possible to use automated tools suh as RACER,proposed by Haarslev and Moller (2001) and used in this ase to the automatially analysefeature models.A summary of the proposals is presented in Figure 13.Although not all the previous proposals allow the analysis of dead and full mandatory42



Figure 13. Summary of proposals for the automated error analysis of FMs
features, this is not their main drawbak beause it is ertainly possible to extend them.In our opinion, the main disadvantage of these proposals is that they lak abstration.It is in the sense that they are useful when FMs are analysed using the orrespondingformalisms and tools but they are not extrapolable to other ways of analysing errors inFMs. By ontrast, in this paper, we have presented a more abstrat proposal, beause weuse theory of diagnosis priniples, a well established researh �eld with strong theoretialfoundations, as a more abstrat level of speifying the analysis of errors in feature models.Due to its level of abstration, our proposal allows extensions in both diagnosis andimplementation level. Other errors an be added in the diagnosis level and implementedin the implementation level that an also be de�ned using other tools suh as BinaryDeision Diagrams (BDD) or SAT solvers instead of CSP solvers. New kinds of error anappear when dealing with extended feature models (Benavides et al. (2005); Batory (2005);Batory et al. (2006)) where feature attributes are inluded in the model. Relationshipsamong attributes an also onstrain the model, produing dead features for example.Benavides et al. (2005) proposed a diret mapping from a feature model onto CSP thatrepresents attributes. As we have proposed a general shema that supports new errors justby de�ning the observation that detets them in the diagnosis level, and an implementationto deal with attributes already exists, we think that we an extend our proposal to supporterrors analysis in extended feature models. This is an important limitation of the otherproposals. 43



8 Conlusions and Future workWe have disussed our vision on how SPL and agile methods an ome together, either byapplying agile priniples to SPL methodologies or by tailoring an existing agile method-ology to support SPL. Independently from the hosen alternative, supporting automatierror detetion and explanation is an important ontribution that an be a �rst step inbringing agile priniples and SPL together. As feature modeling is an error-prone task, anativity that heks the feature model is needed. Large-sale feature models may ontainhundreds of features and represent thousands of produts as it an be seen in our examplease. In these ases, an automated support for error analyses is needed as doing it by handis not feasible. Our proposal supports an automated feature model error analysis that istherefore, a �rst step in our roadmap to integrating agile and SPL tehniques.Our proposal relies on theory of diagnosis to represent the problem of error detetionand explanation in general terms. The advantage of using this abstrat representation istwofold: many di�erent implementations an be used in the implementation layer and thediagnosis level an be extended with new kinds of error just by de�ning the observationsthat deteted them.By relying on the extensibility of our proposal we have deteted some future extensions toour proposal. In programming languages, errors orretion is a mature topi. Explanationsgive the user su�ient information to orret errors. We will study how to use explanationsto assist the user with the orretion of errors.As several implementations an be used to re�ne the diagnosis level, it is important toompare how eah implementation performs to hoose the best of them. Our future workwill ompare the performane of several SAT, CSP and BDD solvers.We have only foused on errors analysis in basi feature models, but they an be extendedwith attributes where new kinds of error an appear. Our future work will extend ourproposal to deal with extended feature models.Regarding the integration of SPL and agile methods integration we would like to thor-oughly study both alternatives. Spei�ally, we plan to tailor all the stages in FDD tofully support SPL based on feature models.Although we have presented the most used notation of feature models, it is important tonotie that there are other notations with di�erent semantis as desribed by Shobbenset al. (2007). An uni�ed language for feature modelling is needed and if this language isadopted our idea will remain valid but we may have to hange the mapping from this newlanguage to theory of diagnosis.AknowledgmentsWe would like to thank Rihard Page, Patrik Heymans and Pierre-Yves Shobbens fortheir useful omments and Manuel Nieto for his e�ort on applying our ideas in an industrial44
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Abstract. System Families (SF) approach focuses on improving the software ar-
chitecture, process, organisation and approach to the business when building sim-
ilar products within a defined domain. It has already been successfully applied in
many contexts where domain assets are mature, product features arewell-known
and few changes on them are expected. This paper summarises some aspects of
system family experience at Telvent in this context for one of its core business do-
main. Following it focuses on an experience during a conception phase targeting
one single product in which the requirements were expected to change widely.
The experience shows how System Families approach was successfullyapplied
allowing the product to adapt to evolving requirements.

1 Introduction

Telvent, is specialized in solutions with high added value,in four specific industrial sec-
tors (Energy, Traffic, Transport and Environment) in the Americas, Spain and China.
With over 40 years experience in industrial supervisory control and business process
management systems, Telvent executes projects and provides technical services in the
field of mission-critical, real-time control and information management. With a compre-
hensive portfolio of outsourcing and consulting services,and employing a technology-
neutral philosophy, Telvent manages IT and telecommunications infrastructure for an
extensive international client base.

The development of software for control, supervision and management falls within
the category of complex system engineering. They have strong non-functional require-
ments such as time responsiveness, to accomplish real-timerequirements for the control
of complex systems, customisability, for covering different cultural contexts and na-
tional standards and maintainability. Failures and upgrades must be performed rapidly
and with minimum risks as frequently critical systems are controlled.

System-Family (SF) technology [2,1] improves importantlythe quality, shortening
the development cycle, customisation and interoperability with third-party subsystems

⋆ This work was partially funded by the Spanish Ministry of Science and Technology under
grant TIC2003-02737-C02-01 (WEBMADE) and PRO-45-2003 (FAMILIES)



enhancing market orientation. The technology allows comprehensive solutions manag-
ing variants for common issues in this field such as: multiplecommunication protocols
over the same channel, communications redundancy, extensive control at the Remote
Terminal Unit (RTU) locations, remote configuration changes, data transfer to and from
databases and fault tolerance in a context of a distributed architecture with an increas-
ing support of communication infrastructures. Many systems use predominantly long
distance communications, although short distance communications may also be present.

In SF software engineering there is common agreement in the need of addressing
separately domain (frequently referred as platform) and application engineering and in
the importance of the domain engineering for the quality of the system. In those or-
ganisations in which the software is part of a more complex hardware/software system,
frequently SF technology is addressed within software departments. Nevertheless, a
system family framework often has to provide solutions not only for existing systems
but also for future systems and frequently in rapidly evolving technological market
nowadays. The architecture has to fulfil the business strategy requirements. The cou-
pling between long-term business strategy and the development process is what really
differentiates this technology from others in software.

SF technology can be defined as an architectural centric approach driven by busi-
ness strategy. The important implications of this key differential feature are frequently
overridden. SF technology goes beyond the software domain focusing in depth into
business and strategic processes in the organisations. Thetechnical solution has to be
shaped according to long-term strategic and business objectives. Interfaces for ”soft-
ware variants” have to be tightly aligned with the ”businessvariants”. Strategy and the
planned evolution for the whole family must be coherent. Theanalysis of the variants
both under a business and software perspective through specific views helps in the pro-
cess. The mapping between both and the detailed analysis of the software interfaces
involved are key activities.

The software development process for one product is frequently complex by itself,
as the human factor is still a key player. A domain-oriented approach is even more dif-
ficult. Complex systems can require the definition of layeredvariants to define ”nested
system families”, the work involved in defining an optimum architecture may become
a highly skilled human intensive task. In large systems the variability will entail an in-
creased complexity in the architecture. Easy comprehension of the reference architec-
ture is a very important requirement. The adopted solution for the variability must not
reduce the understanding of the system. This is particularly important, as developers of
a reference architecture are usually few while users are many. Frequently, the variabil-
ity is represented in views together with other informationof the system. Representing
the variability in a separate view, ”Variability View”, facilitates the understanding of
the system and the communication required within the development team. There, only
”abstract” variant ”layers of components” and their inter-relationship are displayed. In-
terfaces to support variants are key assets with major impact in the system family life
cycle. Interfaces between ”component layers” have to be analysed carefully as it is de-
sirable they become an invariable part of the reference architecture that can allocate
different suite of components depending on needs. To minimise the complexity and



promote the further reusability of the developed components it is of key importance an
in depth analysis and review of this view.

An approach to analyse system family variability requirements could be defining
categories/levels of variants:

”Rough Granularity” Variants. These variants can be used torepresent major varia-
tions in the products of the system family. ”Fine Granularity” Variants. These variants
can be used to represent relatively small variations in the products of the system family.

The variability in the family can be solved through a combination of these two
variant levels/categories. For a component-based approach, rough variability variants
can be solved through the selection of different components/group of components as
fine granularity variants can be solved internally in the selected components.

On the other hand, in the human factor part, developers are used to change and
evolve. This is a must when system family approach is adopted. Developers are self
stimulated to adopt SFs when it is perceived that this technology accelerates the de-
velopment minimising duplicated/similar developments through an improved software
reuse.

2 A SF Experience

The general feeling is that system families approach requires an investment that is only
justified when a large number of products will be derived fromthe domain platform.
Nevertheless, this is not always true. An internal experience has been identified to illus-
trate the interest of this technology even in early development phases.

One customer offered us to develop a real time TV software platform. They wanted
us to develop a software that would basically capture a TV-signal from a capture card
plugged into a PC and would show it after applying some filtering and transforma-
tions. They didn’t really know which kind of filtering and transformations the platform
should support in the future. Late changes in requirements generally involve negative
consequences and the loss of quality and time. If we started by developing a complete
platform, the customer would probably want more functionality and probably the same
or better performance. Many new requirements will appear atthis time, but the architec-
ture could not support them. In the worst of the cases, a completely new platform should
be developed in order to fulfill the new requirements. Then, we should anticipate the
change. Change should be part of our software architecture.

In this situation, classical requirements analysis leave alot of black holes that would
be impossible to clarify in order to start designing a flexible platform. Then, we consid-
ered the option of applying a SF approach, where the platformto be built should support
the needed variability. SF development usually starts fromdomain analysis, where the
main features of the platform are detected based on the requirements any customer in
real time TV edition context would solicit us. We decided to thoroughly study the do-
main of the problem and build a product that would fit not only the requirements we had
elicited to the customers, but possible requirements of other companies within the same
market. Therefore, our product could be adapted not only to our customer but to many
other companies with few efforts. How do we fulfill this objective? Firstly, we should
detect the commonalities among all the potential products our customers may request to
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Fig. 1.TV Software Platform Logical Structure

be built (Figure 1). The customer already knew that they wanted to compose TV-signal,
bitmaps, videos, etc. and apply to them some kinds of effects. We also analyzed other
existing real time TV edition commercial products and starting from this information
we enumerated the common features every customer is supposed to solicit:

– Our software should draw a final image as a result.
– Several images or layers are going to be drawn composing the final image, i.e.

TV-signal capture, bitmaps, stored video, video streaming, text, 3D image, etc.
– The layers should overlap following a configurable order.
– Effects or transformations may be applied to one or more layers, i.e. Black and

white effect, transparency effects, etc.
– A user interface should be provided in order to control layers and effects.
– It must work 24 hours, 7 days a week. If used for TV retransmission it cannot stop

working!

Summarizing, any customer would solicit a platform that would draw a sequence of
layers, applying filters to each one if wanted. No matter whatkind of layers or effects are
asked for. We should build a platform that would be able to support any kind of layers,
effects and user interfaces. Changes should be supported, and the platform cannot be
stopped for updating or maintenance.

3 Applying System Families Approach

We are looking for a solution that supports many changes in requirements. This way,
reusability of our software architecture would increase. Software reuse is one of the
main goals software engineers treat to achieve. Many approaches have been proposed



following this rationale: libraries, objects and classes,components and nowadays sys-
tem families or software product lines. Previous approaches allowed reusing in a higher
or lower percentage depending on the software engineers’ skills. In these cases, soft-
ware reuse is anad-hoc solution.

SF systematize software reusing by building products from existing assets or fea-
tures, rather than developing products one by one from scratch. SF are formed by a
set of common features and product-specific features. This way, products are built from
one or more common features and their specific features. Thus, common features are the
reusable features, also named core-assets, shared by concrete products. Going further,
common features can be extracted from existing product-specific features, evolving the
architecture.

In [3], it may be observed that the appliance of an SPL approach in real projects,
has not only increased the reusability, but improved the final product liability, time-to-
market and development cost among many other aspects.

In SF development, three concurrent activities [4] are distinguished:

– Core-asset development or domain engineering, where common features are devel-
oped.

– Product development or application engineering, where products are developed
from common and specific features.

– Management, where synchronization between the previous two activities is ar-
ranged.

How this approach may enhance our development process and support the needed
variability. Which are our core-assets? Which are our customer’s product-specific fea-
tures? Taking into account previously listed common features analysis, our core-asset
development team, would develop the next features:

1. Drawing system: will be in charge of drawing layers and effects in the TV output.
2. Plug-ins system: because it is intended to be a 24x7 system, new versions and

updating must be automatically installed at runtime without stopping the system.
Layers, effects and UIs are considered plug-ins that easilyconnect to the drawing
system.

The customer could ask for a concrete product supplying somelayers, effects and
UIs. Therefore, product development team would be responsible of developing plug-ins
to get connected to the core-system. If in the future we considered new customers and
the same plug-ins are asked for several of them, those plug-ins may form part of the
core-system and core-asset development team should maintain them.

Considering this use case, the main scope of this article is to explain how we de-
signed the plug-ins system, adapting an existing design pattern to automatically support
the runtime connection of new plug-ins or components, that is, layers, effects and user
interfaces. Furthermore, we design a reusable plug-ins system that may be used in other
contexts.



4 Software Patterns

Software developers often find recurrent design problems which are always solved in
the same manner. These solutions or design patterns (DP) form a common base of
knowledge that guarantees the developers successfully dealing with such problems. A
DP has at least five elements:

1. Pattern Name: it is important to compactly describe the problem and the correspon-
dent solution using few words.

2. Problem: it describes when the DP can be applied and which are the restrictions
that should be met.

3. Solution: the one DP gives to the problem. It is not a complete design or implemen-
tation, but a template to be applied in many situations.

4. Consequences: consequences of applying the DP to a system. Factors such as flex-
ibility, reusability, performance, portability, etc. canbe considered in order to rep-
resent the pros and cons of the appliance of a DP.

5. Being recurrent and relevant in different situations.

Although many DP have been proposed, a subset of them called ”‘Gang of Four”’
(GoF) is considered the foundation for other DP. This categorization considers three
groups:

– Creational Patterns: manage the creation, initializationand configuration of classes
and objects.

– Structural Patterns: deal with the separation of interfaceand implementation of
classes and objects.

– Behavioral Patterns: cope with the representation of dynamic interactions among
classes.

Attending to this categorization, creational patterns could supply the needed vari-
ability. For our particular scope, the Kit or Abstract Factory Pattern(AFP) could fulfill
the requirements of the plug-ins system, concretely. This DP provides an interface for
creating families of objects without knowing the concrete classes [5]. Abstract Fac-
tory Pattern can be applied when a system should be independent of how its products
are created, composed and represented. Taking into considerations the main features of
our system, layers, effects and user interfaces should be created, but no other specifi-
cation about the concrete functionality. This functionality may vary from customer to
customer. Therefore, our core system may use AFP to create layers, effects and user
interfaces. The design structure of a generic AFP can be seenin Figure 2.

The participant classes in this pattern and their functionality are:

– Abstract Products: declares the interface for a type of product object. In our con-
crete case, layers, effects and user interfaces are our abstract products.

– Abstract Factory: declares an interface for the operationsthat create abstract prod-
ucts.

– Concrete Products: implements the correspondent abstractproduct interface and
defines a concrete product to be built using a concrete factory. We are considering
concrete product such as a bitmap layer or a black and white effect.



Fig. 2.Abstract Factory Pattern UML

– Concrete Factory: implements the interface of the abstractfactory. Each customer
would require a set of layers, effects and user interfaces, therefore each concrete
factory is the responsible of their creation.

– Client: uses the interfaces of abstract factory and product, but no concrete one.
In a previous step, one of the available concrete factories should be instantiated
depending on the concrete product.

How does the AFP structure fit into our SF approach? Layers, effects and UI are
the Abstract Products we build. Each implementation of layer, effect or UI will be a
Concrete Product. The abstract factory would be in charge ofcreating layers, effects and
UI, and for each customer-specific product, a concrete factory should be built. Figure 2
represents the result of applying AFP to our platform.

However, Two limitations comes from using an AFP to implement variability:

1. Some concrete Products are not previously defined and should integrate into our ap-
plication in run-time. AFP cannot create concrete productsif they are not identified
a priori.

2. One customer may solicit more than one instance of each Abstract Product. For
instance, a customer may need a TV-capture layer and a Bitmaplayer at the same
time.

5 Dynamic Abstract Factory Pattern

Considering the previous section limitations, we decided to add some new features to
the Abstract Factory Pattern in a so called Dynamic AbstractFactory Pattern (DAFP).



Fig. 3.Abstract Factory Pattern applied to our platform (UML)

DAFP is considered a dynamic pattern because it may dynamically change the relations
between concrete factories and concrete products.

Bearing in mind our objective, more than one concrete product which implements
an abstract product interface may be wanted to be created by aconcrete factory. For
instance, a customer may want to use TV-capture and Bitmap layers at the same time.
The method that creates a concrete layer is namedcreateLayer. This method can
only create one concrete layer. If supporting to many different types of layers is wanted,
the method should receive a parameter that indicates the class of the layer we want to
create among all the available ones.

Furthermore, new concrete products may be added at run-time. Thus, Concrete Fac-
tories should get adapted to support new Concrete Products.Two new operations are
contemplated within Abstract Factory class for each Abstract Product: Register and Un-
Register. These functions associate an identifier to a Concrete Product. When creating
new instances of a Concrete Product, this identifier is used.

For each customer, a set of layers, effects and UIs are available, and many others
may be installed and used at runtime. Therefore, each customer has a concrete factory
that initially registers the available concrete products.This action would be performed
by the methodInitialize that should be defined in the concrete factory. Consid-
ering these modifications to AFP, a possible UML model of a DAFP is shown in Figure
4.



Fig. 4.Dynamic Abstract Factory Pattern applied to our platform (UML)

6 Reusing Dynamic Abstract Factory Pattern

We have modified AFP to get adapted to our concrete problem. Furthermore, we intend
the DAFP implementation to be reusable in other platforms, where different abstract
products are considered. Consequently,registerLayer, registerEffect and
registerUI methods in Figure 3 are not reusable because they are linked to a con-
crete context. Instead of building these methods, a product-independent method that
supports the creation of any concrete product would fit better. Then, we will define one
generic abstract factory that builds only one kind of abstract product. Therefore, three
different DAF will be at our disposal for our use case: layers, effects and UIs DAF. Our
design of a generic DAFP is based on parameterized classes. Aparameterized class is
a class where one or more types are defined when instantiating. For example, a generic
queue does not define the data types it is going to store. It is defined at compile time, in-
stantiating an integer queue, character queue... An UML model representing this generic
DAFP is shown in 5.

Applying this generic DAFP to our use case, three concrete factories are built: layers
factory, effects factory and UIs factory.

The only issue that changes from customer to customer is theInitialize method
and each factory inheritance. The support of integrating new concrete products comes
from using the register method at runtime. But new products also means new pieces
of code. The insertion of code in a running process is not a trivial task. Depending on
the language and environment, the dynamic loading of code can be acchieved in dif-
ferents ways. We decided to use dynamic libraries to plug andregister new classes into
a concrete factory at runtime. Each library will contain oneor more Concrete Prod-



Fig. 5.Dynamic Abstract Factory Pattern Implementation using parameterized classes

ucts implementing an Abstract. When loading a library, a method that registers a class
that implements the new Concrete Product into a Concrete Factory is launched. When
unplugging that library, another method unregisters that class.

This does not mean that the generic DAFP is linked to either a concrete operative
system or a concrete language. Because we gave this solutionin a design level, it can
be applied using any other programming language such as Javathat allows the dynamic
loading of code.

7 Final considerations

The System-family (SF) approach, when compared with conventional development, re-
duces development costs of new products at mid-term and increases business opportunities[6].
It reduces importantly the development effort maintainingor even improving the quality
standards when incorporating new features or integrating third party products. Never-
theless, initially it entails intensive effort. Under a business point of view a complete
re-architecting of the platform for an optimized solution is frequently not justified. The
way ahead is to identify priority areas in which short-term benefits can be obtained and
define an incremental roadmap taking into account long-termrequirements.

Nevertheless, when an organisation is already familiar with the potential of this
technology the SF awareness can lead architectural decisions during early development
phases. This can facilitate both further transition from single product to SF as well as
adaptability of the development to new or evolving requirements.
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Resumen. Feature models are one of the most important assets in software product

line engineering when capturing variability. Although the analyses of feature models was

stated as challenging problem since they were fist proposed, it has not been fully achieved

yet. In this paper we survey the state of the art on the automated analyses of feature

models outlining the main advances made until now. We conclude that our proposal based

on constraint programming is one of the most promising ones since it supports all the

operations identified in this paper over feature models.

1 Introduction

The industrialization of the software engineering discipline is not achieved yet. We un-
derstand the industrialization of software as the capability of producing software systems
that fulfill budget and quality in a prescribed way. In other industries this is achieved by
producing product lines. Indeed, Boing, Dell or even Mc Donalds builds product lines of
aircraft, computers or hamburgers. Why not Software Product Lines (SPLs)?

A key technical question that confronts software engineers is how to specify a particular
product in an SPL. One of the possible solutions is to do it in terms of features, where a
feature is an increment in product functionality. Designing a family of software systems
in terms of features is more natural than doing it in terms of objects or classes because
they are understood by all stakeholders [19]. While single software systems are specified
in terms of features, software product lines are specified using feature models.

Feature models are recognized in the literature to be one of the most important contri-
butions to SPL engineering [3]. A key task is to capture commonalities and variabilities
among products and feature models are used to this end.

Although there has been advances in SPL engineering regarding feature models, a key
technical aspect remains open: their automated analyses. In this paper we survey the
state of the art on the automated analyses of feature models. First, we review the different
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proposals of feature models in Section 2. Section 3 summarizes the operations that have
been identified up to now. Section 4 lists the main contributions on the support of these
operations and finally Section 5 presents our conclusions and future work.

2 Feature Models

A Feature Model (FM) represents all possible products of an SPL in a single model
using features. A feature is an increment in product functionality [3, 17]. It can be used
in different stages of development such as requirements engineering [16, 21] , architecture
definition or code generation [1, 4] (feature oriented programming). A FM is a tree–like
structure and consists of: i) relations between a parent feature and its child features. ii)
cross–tree constraints that are typically inclusion or exclusion statements of the form “if
feature F is included, then features X must also be included (or excluded)”.

In 1990, Kang et al.[17] proposed the first FMs. However, despite years of research,
there is no consensus and many extensions have been proposed since then. Most of the
extensions are based on the relations allowed between parent and child features.

As an example, the automotive industry uses features to specify and build software for
configurable cars. The software that goes into a car is determined by the car’s features. To
simplify we can use a simple example where we only consider the features of transmission
type (automatic or manual), engine type (electric or gasoline), and the option of cruise
control. See Figure 1 for this widely used example.

Cruise

Car

Body EngineTransmission

GasolineElectricAutomatic Manual

choose1 1+

Figura 1: A sample feature model

First, the original FM notation, so–called FODA [17], was proposed. Later, Feature-
RSEB [15] was presented as a FODA extension with an additional relation. Finally,
Riebisch et al. [23] and Czarnecki et al. [12] proposed cardinality–based feature models
where cardinalities (so–called multiplicities) were introduced.

2.1 Basic feature models

Four different kinds of relations where defined:
Mandatory. A child feature is said to be mandatory when it is required to appear

when the parent feature appears. For instance, it is mandatory to have the body of a car.
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Optional. A child feature is said to be optional when it can or not appear when the
parent features appears. For instance, it is optional to have cruise control in a car.

Alternative. A set of child features are said to be alternative when only one child
feature can be selected when the parent feature appears. For instance the transmission
can only be automatic or manual.

Or–relation. A set of child features are said to have an or–relation with their parent
when one or more sub features can be selected when the parent feature appears. For
instance, the engine of a car can be electric, gasoline or both at the same time.

In addition, compatibility rules are allowed. Compatibility rules refer to additional
cross–tree constraints to restrict feature combinations:

Excludes. A feature X excludes Y means that if X appears then Y should not appear
and backwards.

Requires. A feature X requires Y means that if X appears then Y s should appear
but not backwards.

2.2 Multiplicities and cardinalities

Another set of FMs is based on cardinalities (so–called multiplicities). Their main
motivation was driven by practical applications [10] and “conceptual completness”. Some
authors [12, 23] proposed extending feature models with multiplicities. Mandatory and
optional relations were generalized as feature cardinality relations, meanwhile alternative
and or–relations where generalized in such a way that only a group relation was considered:

Feature cardinality. Optional and mandatory relations are generalized in the sense
that the times that a feature appears is determined by its cardinality. Thus, an optional
relation is substituted by a [0..1] feature cardinality relation and a mandatory relation by
a [1..1] feature cardinality relation.

Multiplicity relation. A set of child features is said to have a multiplicity relation
if a number of features can be selected when a parent appears. This number depends on
the cardinality. Thus, an alternative relation is equivalent to a multiplicity relation with
〈1− 1〉 cardinality and an or–relation is equivalent to a multiplicity relation with 〈1−N〉
cardinality, being N the number of features in the relation.

2.3 Extended feature models

Basic FMs are suitable to express commonality and variability among different products
in an SPL. However, sometimes it is necessary to extend FMs to include more information
about features: feature attributes. These type of models where additional information is
included are called extended feature models [1, 6, 13].

In fact, FODA already contemplated the inclusion of some additional information in
FMs. For instance, relations between features and feature attributes were introduced.
Later, [18] makes an explicit reference to what they called ’non–functional’ features related
to feature attributes. In addition, other group of authors have also proposed the inclusion
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of attributes in feature models [6, 7, 3, 12, 24].

3 Operations on the automated analyses of feature models

The automated analyses of FMs was already identified as a critical task in the original
FODA report [17, pag. 70]. However, there is still a lack of an automated support for FM
analyses. As a matter of fact, there is not even a consensus on which are the operations
included in this task. Next, we summarize the different proposals on the identification
of operations to be performed. However, it is important to underline that in some of
the works, although the operations were identified, no automated support was necessarily
provided.

Determining feature model satisfiability. FM satisfiability (so–called FM vali-
dation) has been identified as a basic operation. Most relevant proposals call attention
to this operation [3, 13, 14, 21, 28, 31, 32]. A FM is satisfiable (or valid) if at least one
product is represented by the FM. A basic FM without cross–tree constraints can not be
unsatisfiable (as the one of Figure 1). As a consequence, FM unsatisfiability in basic FMs
may arise from the inclusion of cross–tree constraints in the model.

Finding a product. This operation returns a possible product if any. When the
number of products in the FM is greater than one, the product obtained by this operation
will depend on how the operation is implemented. For instance, finding a product in the
FM of Figure 1 could retrieve this product considering that a product in a feature model
is specified with both, leaf and compound features, which is something that is not still
clear in the community [2]: {Car,Body, Transmission,Automatic, Engine, Electric}.

Obtaining all the products. This operation retrieves all possible products of a
FM. Although this operation is sometimes practical when the number of products is low,
it is often unfeasible to perform this operation for FMs with a big number of potential
products. 1

Calculating the number of products. This operation returns the number of prod-
ucts of a FM (12 in Figure 1). It reveals information about the flexibility and complexity
of the SPL [6, 13, 14, 30]. A big number of potential products can reveal a more flexible
and a more complex SPL.

This operation as well as the two previous ones can be used to check the satisfiability
of a FM. A FM can be defined to be satisfiable iff the number of products of the FM is
grater than zero.

Calculating variability. This operation returns the ratio between the number of
products of a FM and 2n being n the number of leaf features [6, 7]. Some proposals also
identified a similar concept [6, 7, 13, 14, 30]. This operation can help in the analyses of a
FMs since a big factor would represent a flexible product line meanwhile a low factor would
represent a more compact product line. For instance, in Figure 1 V F = 12/64 = 0.1875.

Calculating Commonality. This operation is applied to a feature within a FM and

1This can be tested on http://www.tdg-seville.info/topics/spl
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returns a value that represents the percentage of products where the feature appears. This
calculation could help in deciding the order in which feature are going to be developed and
can also be used to detect dead features [27]. For instance in Figure 1 CF (Manual) =
50%. This operation is being used to identify the core components in a multiagents system
architecture [22].

Optimizing. This operation returns the best products according to a given criterion[6]
and it is chiefly useful when dealing with extended FMs where attributes are added to
features. For instance, imagine that the cost of each feature is an attribute of the FM of
Figure 1, we could be interested for the products with a minimum price.

Reducing the number of possible products. This operation reduces the possible
products of a feature model by the selection (or deselection) of features. All previous
operations are based on what we call static FMs, that is, FMs that do not change over
time. However, in practice, it is recognized that FMs evolve over time and this change
has to be contemplated. This type of evolution is defined in the sense that the number
of potential product can be reduced in different stages. This is known in the literature
as staged configurations [11] and it is also known as interactive configuration. During
the selection process, a FM evolves according to a selection (or deselection) of features.
The final state of this process would be a FM that represents only one product, or a FM
that represents no products (an unsatisfiable FM). For instance, if we want a car with
automatic and manual transmission at the same time (selection of features) the model
become unsatisfiable. If we select cruise control in the feature model and deselect electric
engine, the number of potential products is reduced.

Decision Propagation. This operation returns a FM where some features are auto-
matically selected (or deselected). This operation makes sense during a staged configura-
tion process when the user can select (or deselect) features and the platform should auto-
matically propagate the decision all along the FM. For instance, in Figure 1, if automatic
transmission is selected then manual transmission should be automatically deselected.

Dead features detection. A satisfiable FM can have internal inconsistencies which
leads to the apparition of dead features. A dead feature is a feature that never appears
in any legal configuration of a FM. Detecting those dead features is yet another challenge
to be solved by automated FMs analyses platforms [27].

Providing explanations. This operation takes as input a feature model and returns
an explanation when the FM is unsatisfiable or a dead feature is detected within the fea-
ture model. Debugging feature models is an error–prone task if it is performed manually.
Usually, the automated tools will be able to answer that the feature model is unsatisfiable,
however, finding the source of unsatisfiability is a key challenge for automated tools. Pro-
viding explanations in basic feature models is already a challenging problem and more it
is doing so in extended feature models because attributes and relations among attributes
appear.

Unfortunately, providing explanations is not a trivial problem because rather than
telling where is the source of the unsatisfiability, it is desirable to know the minimal
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source of unsatisfiability. For instance, if a feature model is unsatisfiable a valid expla-
nation would be “the feature model is the source of unsatisfiability”, however, the valid
information is to point the relation that makes the feature model to be unsatisfiable.
Furthermore, when the user faces an unsatisfiable feature model, it is desirable for the
automated platform to generate a corrective explanation that, rather than focusing on
what has caused the problem, explains what can be done to overcome it.

Simplification. This operation returns a normalized FM. One of the drawbacks of
FMs is that the same set of products can be specified using different FMs with different
relations among features. This leads to the need of a simplification (so–called normaliza-
tion) process where any FM can be translated to a canonical representation [29, 14, 32]

4 Automated support on the automated analyses of feature models

The operations identified in previous Section can be performed using different ap-
proaches. Although automated analyses of FMs is still a recent research area and the
connection between automated platforms and FMs has not been fully appreciated yet
[1, 3], there are already some proposals to support automated analyses of FMs. These
proposals can be divided in four main groups.

4.1 Propositional logic based analyses

There are some works in the literature that propose the translation of basic FMs into
propositional formulas. Recognizing that connection has brought useful benefits since
there are many off–the–shelf solvers that automatically analyze propositional formulas,
therefore they can be used for the automated analyses of FMs.

Mannion [21] was the first to connect propositional formulas to FMs. In his work,
FMs were used as requirements models for SPLs. Rules for translating such models
into propositional formulas were provided and some operations were identified on the
automated analyses of FMs.

Zhang et. al [32] took Mannion’s proposal as base and suggested the use of an auto-
mated tool support based on the SVM System 2. One of the main contributions of this
paper is the definition of a process to be followed on the automated analyses of FMs that
include the simplification of FMs. Moreover, a systematic way to detect dead features
was provided as well.

Sun et al. [25] proposed a formalization of FMs using Z and the use of Alloy Analyzer 3

for the automated support of the analyses of FMs. Specially relevant is the identification
and treatment of explanations when a FM is inconsistent.

Batory [1] summarized some of the advances up to date on the automated analyses
of FMs. A coherent connection between FMs, grammars and propositional formulas was
established. Basic FMs can be represented as context–free grammars plus propositional

2http://www.cs.cmu.edu/˜ modelcheck/smv.html
3http://alloy.mit.edu
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formulas what can be the base for the constructions of FMs compilers and domain specific
languages. Grammars are a compact representation of propositional formulas and rules
for translating grammars representing FMs into propositional formulas was provided. Fur-
thermore, Logic Truth Maintenance Systems (a system that maintains the consequences
of a propositional formula) was proposed to be built for the automated analyses of FMs.
Such a system is built using a SAT solver and known boolean constraint propagation
algorithms.

4.2 Description logic based analyses

To the best of our knowledge, there is only a work in the literature that propose the
use of description logic reasoners for the automated analyses of FMs [31]. This proposal
is based on the translation of FMs into an OWL DL ontology. OWL DL is an expressive,
yet decidable sublanguage of OWL (Ontology Web Language). In that connection, it is
possible to use automated tools such as RACER (Renamed ABox and Concept Expression
Reasoner 4) for the automated analyses of FMs.

4.3 Constraint programming based analyses

We have suggested the use of constraint programming for the automated analyses of
FMs [5, 6, 7, 8, 27, 26]. A FM can be translated into a Constraint Satisfaction Problem
(CSP) and using constraint programming techniques it is possible to leverage the auto-
mated analyses of FMs. Up to know, this is the only proposal that support the analyses
of both cardinality–based FMs and extended FMs and therefore support the optimization
operation.

4.4 Ad–hoc based analyses

There are some proposals in the literature where the conceptual underpinnings are not
clearly exposed. We have decided to group such proposals as ad–hoc solutions.

Van Deursern et. al [14] proposed a feature description language to describe FMs.
From this language, a FM algebra is described based on rules over the ASF+SDF Meta–
Environment [20]. Using their system some operations such as, calculating the number
of products, find inconsistencies and simplification of FMs are automatically performed.
After the FODA report in 1990 where FMs where first presented, this is the first paper
we have found that explicitly give a method for the automated analyses of FMs.

Cao et al. [9] presented ad–hoc algorithms for the automated analyses of FMs. Their
algorithms are based on the translation of basic FMs into data structures that claim to
be enough to obtain all the products as the base for some other operations. They also
present a tool prototype based on their algorithm.

A summary of this survey is depicted in Table 1. There are four groups: Propositional
logic (PL), Description Logic (DL), ad–hoc and Constraint Programing(CP) based analy-

4http://www.racer-systems.com/
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ses. The first three rows of the table refer the support for basic, cardinality and extended
feature models. Up to know, our proposal is the only one supporting both cardinality
and extended feature models. Second group of rows refer to the identification (I) and
Automated Support (AS) for the operations in the different proposals. Once again, we
can see that our proposal has been the one that support more operations and plays a key
role in the analyses of extended feature models [1, 2]. There are two operations which
support have not been proposed yet but we are currently working on that and are having
promising results [26, 27].

PL DL ad–hoc CP

basic + + + +
cardinality - - - +

extended - - - +

I AS I AS I AS I AS

consistency [1, 21, 25, 32] [1, 21, 25, 32] [31] [31] [14, 9] [14, 9] [6] [6]
finding [1, 32] [1, 32] [31] [31] [14] [14] [6] [6]

all products [1, 21, 25, 32] [1, 21, 25, 32] - - [14, 9] [14, 9] [6] [6]
#products [21] [21] - - [14, 9] [14, 9] [6] [6]

commonality - - - - - - [6] [6]
variability - - - - - - [6] [6]

optimization - - - - - - [6] [6]
reducing [1, 21, 25, 32] [1, 21, 25, 32] [31] [31] [14, 9] [14] [6] [6]

propagation [1, 32] [1, 32] - - - - [6] [6]
dead features [32] [32] - - - - [26] [26]
explanations [1, 21, 25] [1, 25] [31] [31] - - [26] -

simplification [1, 25, 32] [32] - - [14] [9] - -

Tabla 1: Summary of the proposals

5 Conclusions

The automated analyses of FMs is an ongoing research area, which involves much
more operations that it could be initially hoped. Automating the analysis implies endows
to every operation with a formal semantics. In this sense, constraint programming is
a promising candidate. On the one hand, the declarativity of constraint programming
eases to give a formal semantics to every analysis operation. On the other hand, current
constraint solvers allow to build handy, efficient tools which offer support for every oper-
ation identified in this survey. Although other formalism and techniques could be used to
implement a tool, the operations which involve reasoning on numerical attributes can be
always interpreted as a constraint satisfaction problem. In fact, description logics reason-
ers and programming logic environments use algorithms from the constraint programming
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area when they have to deal with numerical constraints. Thus, we conclude that our ap-
proach is a solid seed that can set up the basis for the construction of automated tool
that leverage automated analyses on feature models.

Although we devise constraint programming as the most powerful tool for specifica-
tion, we recognize that some operations can be computationally difficult to perform when
constraint programming solvers are used [5, 8]. We are developing a complete reasoning
framework to support other tools such as SAT or BDD solvers (solvers that work well
with boolean variables) that in some specific operations can scale better than constraint
programming solvers.
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Abstract Software Product Line (SPL) Engineering has proved to be an effec-
tive method for software production. However, in the SPL community it is well
recognized that variability in SPLs is increasing by the thousands. Hence, an au-
tomatic support is needed to deal with variability in SPL. Most of the current
proposals for automatic reasoning on SPL are not devised to cope with extra–
functional features. In this paper we introduce a proposal to model and reason
on an SPL using constraint programming. We take into account functional and
extra–functional features, improve current proposals and present a running, yet
feasible implementation.
Keywords: Product Lines, Feature Models, Extra–functional Features, Automated
Reasoning.

1 Introduction and Motivation

Research on SPLs is thriving. Unlike other approaches reuse in SPL has to become
systematic instead of ad–hoc. In order to achieve such a goal, SPL practices guide or-
ganizations towards the development of products from existing assets rather than the
development of separated products one by one from scratch. Thus, features that are
shared by all SPL products are reused in every single product. Most of the existing
methods [3,6] for SPL engineering agree that a way for modelling SPL is needed. In
this context feature models [7,9,11,13,22] have been quoted as one of the most impor-
tant contributions to SPL modelling [7, pag.82]. As in other cases, first applications in
routine production are stimulating the development of a supporting science for improv-
ing the production methods [17].

Feature models are used to model SPL in terms of features and relations amongst
them. In this type of models, the number of potential products of an SPL increases with
the number of features. Consequently, a large number of features lead to SPLs with a
large number of potential products. In an extremely flexible SPL, where all features may
or may not appear in all potential products, the number of potential products is equal to
2�, being � the number of features. Moreover, current feature models are only focused
on modelling functional features and in the most quoted proposals [7,9,11,13,22] there
is a lack of modelling artifacts that deal with extra–functional features (features related
� A preliminary version of this paper was presented at [4]. This work was partially funded by the

Spanish Ministry of Science and Technology under grant TIC2003-02737-C02-01 (AgilWeb)
and PRO-45-2003 (FAMILIES)
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to so–called quality or non–functional features). If extra–functional features are taken
into account the number of potential products increases even further. Although it is
accepted that in an SPL it is necessary to deal with these extra–functional features
[5,11,12], there is no consensus about how to deal with them.

Automated reasoning is an ever challenging field in SPL engineering [18,23]. It
should be considered specially when the number of features increases due to the in-
crease in the number of potential products. To the best of our knowledge, there are only
a couple of limited attempts by Van Deursen et al. and Mannion [8,14] that treat au-
tomatic manipulation of feature models. Although those proposals only consider func-
tional features, leaving out extra–functional features. Van Deursen et al. [8] explore
automated manipulation of feature descriptions providing an algebra to operate on the
feature diagrams proposed in [7]. Mannion’s proposal [14] uses first–order logic for
product line reasoning. However it only provides a model based on propositional–logic
using ���, �� and ��� logical operators to model SPLs. Both attempts have sev-
eral limitations:

1. They do not allow to deal with extra–functional features (both attempts leave this
work pending).

2. They basically answer to the single question of how many products a model has.
3. As far as we know, they have no available an implementation.

In addition, Mannion’s model uses the ��� (�) operator to model alternative re-
lations, which is either a mistake or a limitation because the model becomes invalid if
more than two features are involved in an alternative relation.

The contribution of this paper is threefold. First, we extend existing feature models
to deal with extra–functional features. Secondly, we deal with automatic reasoning on
extended feature models answering five generic questions, namely �� how many poten-
tial products a model has ��� which is the resulting model after applying a filter (e.g.
users constraint) to a model, ���� which are the products of a model, ��� is it a valid
model, and �� which is the best product of a model according to a criterion and finally
giving an accessible, running implementation.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. In Section 2, we propose an
extension to deal with extra–functional features. In Section 3, we present a mapping
to transform an extended feature model into a Constraint Satisfaction Problem (CSP)
in order to formalize extended feature models using constraint programming [15]. In
Section 4, we improve current reasoning on feature models and we give some definitions
to be able to automatically answer several questions on extended feature models. In
Section 5, we show how our model can be applied to other important activities such as
obtaining commonality and variability information. In Section 6, we briefly present a
running prototype implementation. Finally, we summarize our conclusions and describe
our future work in Section 7.

2 Extending Feature Models with Extra–Functional Features



2.1 Feature Models

The main goal of feature modelling is to identify commonalities and differences among
all products of a SPL. The output of this activity is a compact representation of all po-
tential products of an SPL, hereinafter called ”feature model”. Feature models are used
to model SPL in terms of features and relations among them. Roughly speaking, a fea-
ture is a distinctive characteristic of a product. Depending on the stage of development,
it may refer to a requirement [10], a component in an architecture [2] or even to pieces
of code [16] (feature oriented programming) of a SPL.

There are several notations to design feature models [7,9,11,13,22]. We found that
the one proposed by Czarnecki is the most comprehensible and flexible as well as being
one of the most quoted. Figure 1 depicts a possible feature model of an SPL for the
domain of Home Integration Systems (HIS) using Czarneky’s notation. This example
is partially inspired by [13].

HIS

Supervision systems Control Services

fire intrusion flood

light control temperature

appliances
control

Video on
Demand

Internet
Conection

ADSL WirelessMandatory Feature
Optional Feature

Alternative Feature

Or Feature

Power Line

Figure 1. Feature model of an SPL in the HIS domain

Czarnecki’s notation proposes four relations, namely: mandatory, optional, alter-
native and or–relation. In these relations, there is always a parent feature and one (in
the case of mandatory and optional relations) or more (in the case of alternative and
or–relation) child features.

– Mandatory: the child feature in this relation is always present in the SPL’s products
when its parent feature is present. For example, Every HIS is equipped with �� fire
and intrusion supervision systems and ��� light and temperature control.

– Optional: the child feature in an optional relation may or may not be present in
a product when its parent feature is present. For Example, there are HISs with
services and others without them.

– Alternative: a child feature in an alternative relation may be present in a product if
its parent feature is included. In this case, only one feature of the set of children is
present. For example, in a HIS product if an Internet connection is included, then



the customer has to choose between an ADSL, powerline or wireless connection,
but only one.

– Or–relation: the child feature in an or–relation may be present in a product if its
parent feature is included. Then, at least one feature of the set of children may be
present. For example, in a HIS the products may have Video or Internet or both at
the same time.

This model includes 32 potential products (you can check this on http://www.tdg-
seville.info/topics/spl). Examples of them are: ��Basic product: consisting of a fire and
intrusion supervision systems and light and temperature control. ���Full product: a prod-
uct with all supervision and control features as well as a power line, ADSL or wireless
Internet connection.

2.2 Extended Feature Models

Current proposals only deal with characteristics related to the functionality offered by
an SPL (functional features). Thus, there exists no solid proposal for dealing with the
remaining characteristics, also called extra-functional features. There are several con-
cepts that we would like to clarify before analyzing current proposals and framing our
contribution:

– Feature: a prominent characteristic of a product. Depending on the stage of devel-
opment, it may refer to a requirement [10] (if products are requirement documents),
a component in an architecture [2] (if products are component architectures) or even
to pieces of code [16] (if products are binary code in a feature oriented program-
ming approach) of an SPL.

– Attribute: the attribute of a feature is any characteristic of a feature that can be
measured. Availability and cost are examples of attributes of the Service feature
of figure 1. Latency and bandwidth may be examples of attributes of an Internet
connection.

– Attribute domain: the space of possible values where the attribute takes its val-
ues. Every attribute belongs to a domain. It is possible to have discrete domains
(e.g:integers, booleans, enumerated) or continuous domains (e.g.:real).

– Extra–functional feature: a relation between one or more attributes of a feature. For
instance: bandwidth � ���	 Latency
Availability � �� and so on. These relations
are associated to a feature.

In figure 1, every feature refers to functional features of the HIS product line so
that every product differs because of its functional features. However, every feature of
figure 1 may have associated extra–functional features. For instance, considering the
services feature, it is possible to identify extra–functional features related to it, such
as relations among attributes like availability,reliability, development time, cost and
so forth. Likewise the Internet Connection feature can have extra–functional features
such as relations among latency or bandwidth. Furthermore, the attributes’ values of
extra–functional features can differ from one product to another. It means, every product
not only differs because of its functional features, but because of its extra–functional
features too.



Consider the full product of the HIS product line example presented formerly with
the same functional features. It is possible to offer several products with the same func-
tional features but different extra–functional features, for instance: �� High quality full
product: a product with full functionality and high quality: high availability and relia-
bility and high cost too. ��� Basic quality full product: a product with full functionality
but lower quality: lower availability and reliability and lower cost too.

To date, we have not found any proposal dealing with functional and extra–functional
features in the same model. However, there are some works in the literature that suggest
the need of dealing with extra–functional features: Kang et. al have been suggesting the
need to take into account extra–functional features since 1990 [11, pag. 38] when they
depicted a classification of features, although they did not provide a way to do it. Later,
in 1998 Kang et. al [12] made an explicit reference to what they called ’non–functional’
features (a possible type of what we call extra–functional features). However the authors
still did not propose a way to solve it. In 2001 Kang et. al [5], proposed some guide-
lines for feature modelling: in [5, pag. 19], the authors once again made the distinction
between functional and quality features and pointed out the need of a specific method
to include extra–functional features, but they did not provide this specific method on
this occasion either.

2.3 A Notation for Extended Feature Models

We propose to extend Czarneki’s feature models with extra–functional features and
improve previous vague notations proposed in [20] by allowing relations amongst at-
tributes. Using the HIS example, every feature may have one or more attribute relations,
for example, the price (����� ) and development time (expressed in hours) (����� )
taking a range of values in both a discrete or continuous domain (integer or real for
example). Thus, it would be possible to decorate the graphical feature model with this
kind of information. Figure 2 illustrates a piece of the feature model of figure 1 with
extra–functional features with our own notation inspired by [20].

Services

Video on
Demand

Internet
Conection

ADSL WirelessPower Line

DTIME in {1000..2000} DTIME in {1500..2500} DTIME in {3000..4000}

PRICE in {100..200} PRICE in {100..200} PRICE in {150..250}

DTIME in {18000..25000}

PRICE in {80..100}

DTIME = POWERLINE.DTIME +
ADSL.DTIME + WIRELESS.DTIME

PRICE = 20 + POWERLINE.PRICE
+ ADSL.PRICE +

WIRELESS.PRICE

DTIME = VIDEO.DTIME +
INTERNET.DTIME

PRICE =  VIDEO.PRICE + INTERNET.PRICE

Figure 2. Extended feature model for an SPL in the HIS domain



In this example, every sub feature of the Service feature has two attributes: �����
and ����� . Each of the attributes of leaf features are in a domain of values. For
instance, the price of an ADSL connection can range from 100 to 200 1. In the case
of parent features, the values of the attributes are the addition of their children values.
For example, the price of an Internet connection is the sum of the prices of the possible
Internet connections.

3 Mapping Extended Feature Models onto CSP

3.1 Preliminaries

Constraint Satisfaction Problems [21] have been object of research in Artificial Intelli-
gence in the last few decades. A Constraint Satisfaction Problem (CSP) is defined as a
set of variables, each ranging on a finite domain, and a set of constraints restricting all
the values that variables can take simultaneously. A solution to a CSP is an assignment
of a value from its domain to every variable, in such a way that all constraints are satis-
fied simultaneously. We may want to find: �� just one solution, with no preference as to
which one, ��� all solutions, ���� an optimal solution by means of an objective function
defined in terms of one or more variables. Solutions to a CSP can be found by searching
(systematically) through all possible value assignments to variables.

In many real-life applications, we do not want to find any solution but a good solu-
tion. The quality of a solution is usually measured by an application dependent function
called objective function. The goal is to find a solution that satisfies all the constraints
and minimize or maximize the objective function, respectively. Such problems are re-
ferred to as Constraint Satisfaction Optimization Problems (CSOP), which consist of a
standard CSP and an optimization function that maps every solution (complete labelling
of variables) to a numerical value. These are some basic definitions of what a CSP is.

Definition 1 (CSP). A CSP is a three–tuple of the form ��	�	� where � �� � is a
finite set of variables, � �� � is a finite set of domains (one for each variable) and  is
a constraint defined on � .

Consider, for instance, the CSP: ���	 ��	 �������	 �������	 ��	 � � 
��

Definition 2 (Solution). Let � be a CSP, a solution of � is whatever valid assignment
of all elements in � as satisfies .

In the previous example, a possible solution is ��	 �� since it verifies that �	� � 
.

Definition 3 (Solution space). Let � be a CSP of the form ��	�	�, its solution space
denoted as ������ is made up of all its possible solutions. A CSP is satisfiable if its
solution space is not empty.

������ � �� � ��	 � �	 � � 	 ��	� � �����

1 these values are just illustrative, they may have nothing to do with real values



In the previous example, there are eight solutions. The only assignment that does not
satisfy �	 � � 
 is ��	 ��. Nevertheless, if we replace the constraint with �	 � � 
�,
then the CSP is not satisfiable.

Definition 4 (CSOP). A CSOP is a four–tuple of the form ��	�		�� where � , �
and  stand for a CSP and � is a real function defined on D.

Consider, for instance, the CSOP: ���	 ��	 �������	 �������	 ��	 � � 
�	 ��

Definition 5 (Optimum space). Let � be a CSOP of the form ��	�		��, its opti-
mum space denoted as ���
�����	�� is made up of all solutions that maximize or
minimize �.

�����	�� � �� � ��� � �� � ������ � �� �� � 	 ����  ������

�����	�� � �� � ��� � �� � ������ � �� �� � 	 ���� � ������

In the previous example, �����	 �� � ���	 ��	 ��	 ���.

3.2 The Mapping

In [1] we presented an algorithm to transform an extended feature model into a CSP.
The mapping between a feature model and a CSP has the following general form: ��
the features make up the set of variables, ��� the domain of each variable is the same:
�����	 ������, ���� extra–functional features are expressed as constraints and ��� every
relation of the feature model becomes a constraint among its features in the following
way:

– Mandatory relation: Let � be the parent and �� the child in a mandatory relation ,
then the equivalent constraint is: �� � �

– Optional relation: Let � be the parent and �� the child in an optional relation, then
the equivalent constraint is: �� 	 �

– Or–relation: Let � be the parent in an or–relation and � 	 � � � �� � � � �� the set of
children, then the equivalent constraint is: �� � �� � � � � �� � � .

– Alternative relation: Let � be the parent of an alternative relation and and � 	 � � �
�� � � � �� the set of children, then the equivalent constraint is:
��� � ���� � � � � � ��� � ���� ��� � ���� � ��� � � � � ��� � ����
��� � ���� � � � � � ����� � ���

There may be several different algorithms to map extended feature models. The one
presented in [1] is a possible one. Hereinafter, we refer to the equivalent CSP resulting
from the mapping as �� . Using this mapping, constraints for functional and extra–
functional features can be handled together. Thus, table 1 shows the equivalent con-
straints for figure 1 with the extra–functional features of figure 2. Constraints of extra–
functional features are denoted by an asterisk. �
����������� and ��������

extra–functional features are not shown for lack of space as they are very similar to the
� ���
. ones.



Relation ����

HIS 1 ������� ���
 � ����

HIS 2 ��
��
� � ����

HIS 3 ����� ���� � ����

SUPERVISION 1 ����� � ������ ���
�

SUPERVISION 2 �������
 � ������ ���
�

SUPERVISION 3 ���

� � ������ ���
�

CONTROL 1 ������ � �
��
��

CONTROL 2 ��������� � �
��
��

CONTROL 3 ������������ � �
��
��

SERVICES 1 ��� ���
 � ������ �� ���� �����

SERVICES * ����� ���������� � � ���
������ � ��������������

����� ���������� � � ���
������ � �������������

VIDEO * ��� ���
������ � ��	 �		
�� � ���
��

��� ���
������ � 	�� �� ���
��

��� ���
������ � ���			� ��			
�� � ���
��

��� ���
������ � 	�� �� ���
�

INTERNET 1 ��
������ � ������ � ��������� � ������ ���

������ ���
������ � ��������� � ������ ���

��������� � ���
������ � ����� � ������ ��

INTERNET * �������������� � ���������� ���������������

��
������������ � �	�� ������ ��

�������������� � 	�� ������� ��

�������������� � ���������� ���������������

��
������������� � ������ ��

�������������� � 	�� ������� �

Table 1. A trace of the algorithm presented in [1] for HIS example

4 Automated Reasoning on Extended Feature Models

Since we go toward automated reasoning on feature models, a formal model of SPL
becomes necessary. We propose to use Constraint Programming to reason on extended
features models.

Our model is able to answer the following questions:

4.1 Number of products

One of the questions to be answered is how many potential products a FM contains.
This is a key question in SPL engineering because if the number of products increases
the SPL becomes more flexible as well as more complex.

Definition 6 (Cardinal). Let � be an extended feature model, the number of potential
products of � , hereinafter cardinal, is equal to the solution number of its equivalent
CSP �� .

��� ������� � ������� ��



In the HIS example of figure 1 ��� �����!"�� � ��, simply by adding for exam-
ple a new service like Radio Streaming, the number of potential products raises to 64.
Likewise adding the attributes of figure 2 ��� �����!"�� � ���

4.2 Filter

There should be a way to apply filters to the model. These filters can be imposed by
the users. A filter acts as a limitation for the potential products of the model. A typical
application of this operation occurs when customers are looking for a product with a
specific set of characteristics, that is, they are not interested in all potential products but
in some of them only (those passing the filter).

Definition 7 (Filter). Let � be an extended feature model and # a constraint repre-
senting a filter, the filtered model of �� , hereinafter filter, is equal to �� adding the
constraint # .

��������	# � � ��� � # �

A possible filter for the HIS example would be to ask for all products with video
on demand, making the number of potential products decrease from 32 to 16. It is also
possible to apply filters to attributes. For example, it would be possible to ask for all
products whose prices are lower than 200, 12then

��� �������������������� ����������� ����� � 


(when any filter is imposed, it decreases from 260 to 44).

4.3 Products

Once �� is defined, there should be a way to get the solutions of the model, that is the
products of �� .

Definition 8 (Products). Let � be an extended feature model, the potential products
of the model � , hereinafter products, is equal to the solutions of the equivalent CSP
�� .

$�� ������� � �� � ������ ��

In the HIS example we would want to get all the possible products of the model or
even apply a filter and then get the products. Thus � � ������� HIS,VIDEO = true � and
$�� ������� � �� � ��������� VIDEO=true ���.

4.4 Validation

A valid extended feature model is a model where at least one product can be selected.
That is, a model where �� has at least one solution.

Definition 9 (Valid model). A feature model � is valid if its equivalent CSP is satisfi-
able.

���� ��� �	 $�� ������� �� �



The HIS model of the example is valid, but there might be situations where the
constraints are not satisfiable, making the model invalid. For instance, if the Service’s
price is lower than 100, and a filter is imposed to have �������� , then the model
is not valid:

���� �������������������� = true � ���	 �
�����
� � ����� � �����

4.5 Optimum products

Finding out the best products according to a determinate criterion is an essential task in
our model.

Definition 10 (Optimum). Let � be an extended feature model and � an objective
function, then the optimum set of products, hereinafter max and min, is equal to the
optimum space of �� .

�����	�� � ������ 	 ��
�����	�� � ������ 	 ��

It is also possible to apply a filter to the HIS example and then ask for an optimal
product. Thus, a possible optimum criterion for the HIS example would be to ask for all
products with video on demand, and the minimum value for the multiplication of price
and development time. In this case selected products %��� are:

 � ������� ���� � ���
 � ���� �
� � ���� ��������� � ���� ���������

���� � �������

The model presented in this section can support current feature models. The only
difference is that current feature models do not support extra–functional features which
means that when using our model to reason on current feature models, attributes are
not taken into account. Thus, the algorithm presented in [1] and all previous definitions
remain valid for current feature models.

5 Realising the Benefits

Compared to others, our approach is very flexible because it is so easy to extend. Be-
low, we show two more definitions based on the previous ones to demonstrate how our
approach can be extended and give valuable information to SPL engineers.

5.1 Variability

As mentioned previously, feature models are composed of a set of features and relations
among them. If relations restrict the number of products to only one, we are consider-
ing the lowest variability while a feature model defining no possible product would be



considered a non-valid model. On the other hand, considering no relations, the number
of products within the feature model would be the highest. This case would represent
the highest variability. Relations restrict the number of potential products, so variability
depends on relation types.

Let a leaf feature be a feature that has no child feature. Parent features add no
variability to the model, because they are feature aggregates. We define the variability
factor as follows.

Definition 11 (Variability Factor(VF)). Let � be an extended feature model, and ��

the equivalent CSP. Let � � be another extended feature model, considering the leaf
features in M and no relation among its features, and ��

� the equivalent CSP.

� # ��� �
��� �������

��� ��������
�
������� ��

�������� ��

The variability factor in the real domain would take values ranging from 0 to 1.
VF can assist decision making. For instance, when many products are going to

be developed one of the first decisions to be taken, is whether the SPL approach or
traditional approach is going to be applied. A high VF may suggest an SPL approach;
a low VF may suggest a traditional approach.

5.2 Commonality

In a feature model, some features will appear in every product, some in only one product
and others in some products. When deciding the order in which features are going to be
developed, it is very important to know which are the most common features in order
to prioritize their building. Obtaining commonality information from the feature model
can be feasible by asking questions to our model. We define the feature commonality
as the percentage of products containing that feature.

Definition 12 (Commonality). Let � be an extended feature model and # the feature
we want to know its commonality.

����������&��	# � �
��� �������������	# � ������

��� �������

6 Implementation

We have already implemented some of the ideas presented in this paper using OPL
Studio, a commercial CSP solver. This implementation is available at http://www.tdg-
seville.info/topics/spl.

Three modules have been developed in our implementation: first, a feature markup
language and XML Schema were agreed on. This language allows to represent the
Czarnecki’s feature model [7]. Secondly, a parser to transform this XML documents to
a CSP following the algorithm described in [1] was developed. Finally, a web–based
prototyping interface was made available to allow to test some of the capabilities of



the model. In order to test our implementation, we have modeled four problems (two
academical and two real product lines) that are available on the web site.

In order to evaluate the implementation, we measured its performance and effec-
tiveness. We implemented the solution using Java. We ran our tests on a WINDOWS
XP PROFESSIONAL machine that was equipped with a 1.5Ghz AMD Athlon XP mi-
croprocessor, and 496 MB of DDR 266Mhz RAM memory. The test was based on the
feature model in Figure 1, adding new features. Several tests were made on each feature
model in order to avoid as many exogenous interferences as possible.

We have experimentally inferred that the implementation presented has an exponen-
tial behavior while increasing the number of features in the feature model and maintain-
ing a constant variability factor. We have measured the solving time for $�� �������,
which is the most complex to obtain, and have considered it for different values of VF
as shown in Figure 3. Our test determines our model has a good performance up to 25
features while the VF is kept constant.
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Figure 3. Empirical performance test for ����������

7 Conclusion and Further Work

In this paper we set the basis for reasoning on SPL with features and attribute relations
at the same time and in the same model using constraint programming.

There are some challenges we have to face in the near feature, namely: �� extend-
ing our model to support dependencies such as a feature that requires or excludes an-
other feature (e.g. video on demand requires ���'��) that are also proposed in other



feature models ��� extending our current feature markup language to include extra–
functional features ���� developing a case tool to validate our model on an industrial
context, ��� performing a more rigorous validation of our implementation, studying the
influences as well as the number of solutions, the types of relations, the number of
features, and so on, �� comparing our work with others in the product configuration
field[19].
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Abstract. The field of Software Product Lines (SPL) emphasizes build-
ing a family of software products from which concrete products can be
derived rapidly. This helps to reduce time-to-market, costs, etc., and can
result in improved software quality and safety. Current Agent-Oriented
Software Engineering (AOSE) methodologies are concerned with devel-
oping a single Multiagent System. The main contribution of this paper is
a proposal to developing the core architecture of a Multiagent Systems
Product Line (MAS-PL), exemplifying our approach with reference to a
concept NASA mission based on multiagent technology.

1 Introduction

Many organizations, and software companies in particular, develop a range of
products over periods of time that exhibit many of the same properties and
features. The multiagent systems community exhibits similar trends. However,
the community has not as yet developed the infrastructure to develop a core
multiagent system (hereafter, MAS) from which concrete (substantially similar)
products can be derived.

The software product line paradigm (hereafter, SPL) augurs the potential of
developing a set of core assets for a family of products from which customized
products can be rapidly generated, reducing time-to-market, costs, etc. [3], while
simultaneously improving quality, by making greater effort in design, implemen-
tation and test more financially viable, as this effort can be amortized over
several products. The feasibility of building MASs product lines is presented
in [16], but no specific methodology is proposed. In this paper, we propose an
approach for performing the first stages in the lifecycle of building a multiagent
system product line (MAS-PL).

⋆ The work reported in this article was supported by the Spanish Ministry of Science
and Technology under grants TIC2003-02737-C02-01 and TIN2006-00472 and by
the NASA Software Engineering Laboratory, NASA Goddard Space Flight Center,
Greenbelt, MD, USA.



For enabling a product line, one of the important activities to be performed
is to identify a core architecture for the family of software products. Unfortu-
nately, there is no AOSE methodology that demonstrates how to do this for
MAS-PLs. Our approach is based on the Methodology for analysing Complex
Multiagent Systems (MaCMAS) [18], an AOSE methodology focused on dealing
with complexity, which uses UML as a modeling language and builds on our
current research and development experience in the field of SPLs.

Roughly, our approach consists of using goal-oriented requirement docu-
ments, role models, and traceability diagrams in order to build a first model of
the system, and later use information on variability and commonalities through-
out the products to propose a transformation of the former models that represent
the core architecture of the family.

The main contributions of this paper are: (i) we introduce feature models
in the agent field in order to document variabilities and commonalities across
products; (ii) we provide an automatic algorithm and a prototype for performing
commonality analysis (that is to say, to automatically analyze the probability
that a feature appears in a product); (iii) we propose an operation to compose the
models corresponding to a feature that allows us to build the core architecture
which includes those features whose probability of appearing is above a given
threshold.

2 Motivating MAS-PL with a NASA case study

There has been significant NASA research on the subject of agent technology,
with a view to greater exploitation of such technologies in future missions.

The ANTS (Autonomous Nano Technology Swarm) concept mission,1 for ex-
ample, will be based on a grouping of agents that work jointly and autonomously
to achieve mission goals, analogous to a swarm in nature.

Lander Amorphous Rover Antenna (LARA) is a sub-mission, envisaged for
the 2015-2020 timeframe, that will use a highly reconfigurable-in-form rover
artifact. Tens of these rovers, behaving as a swarm, will be used to explore the
Lunar and Martian surfaces. Each of these “vehicles” or rovers will have the
ability to change its form from a snake-like form, to a cylinder, or to an antenna,
which will provide them with a wide range of functional possibilities. They are
envisaged as possible building materials for future human lunar bases.

Prospecting Asteroid Mission (PAM) is a concept sub-mission based on the
ANTS concepts that will be dedicated to exploring the asteroid belt. A thousand
pico-spacecraft (less than 1kg each) may be launched from a point in space
forming sub-swarms, and deployed to study asteroids of interest in the asteroid
belt. Saturn Autonomous Ring Array (SARA) is also a concept sub-mission
similar to PAM but whose goal is analysis of the Rings of Saturn.

Although based on mainly the same concepts, these sub-missions differ. For
example, in PAM, spacecraft should be able to protect themselves from solar

1 http://ants.gsfc.nasa.gov/



storms, while in SARA this is not of concern, but as a higher gravitational force
exists, the spacecraft should be capable of avoiding gravitational “pull” and
collisions with particles of the rings, as well as with other spacecraft. Another
example is the mechanism used for motion in these missions. Some of them
require ground-based motion, i.e. LARA, while other missions involve flying
spacecraft employing gas propulsion and solar sails for power.

Thus, ANTS represents a number of sub-missions, each with common fea-
tures, but with a wide range of applicability, and hence several products.

Being able to build a MAS-PL for these sets of sub-missions, with a set of
reusable assets at all the levels (software artifacts, software processes, engineering
knowledge, best practices, etc.), can drastically reduce temporal and monetary
costs in the development of such missions.

In [16], a number of challenges are presented in the context of MAS-PL. In
this paper we cover some of these challenges, which has motivated this research
to address the following issues:

SPL for distributed systems. Distributed systems have not been a hot topic
in the SPL field. We will explore a case study based on the ANTS concept
mission presented above, which is a highly complex distributed system. Thus,
this represents a first step towards addressing this challenge.

AOSE deficiencies. AOSE does not cover many of the activities of SPL. These
are mainly concentrated on commonality analysis, and its implications for
the entire SPL approach. This motivates us to cover this issue, validating
our approach with the case study presented.

3 Background information

As a result of combining two different fields, we have to contextualize our work
in both research areas. In this section, we provide an overview of SPL and AOSE
illustrating the points of synergy between them.

3.1 Software Product Lines

The field of software product lines covers the entire software lifecycle needed
to develop a family of products where the derivation of concrete products is
achieved systematically or even automatically when possible.

Its software process is usually divided into two main stages: Domain Engi-
neering and Application Engineering. The former is responsible for providing
the reusable core assets that are exploited during application engineering when
assembling or customizing individual applications [19]. Although there are other
activities, such as product management, in this section we do not try to be
exhaustive, but only discuss those activities directly related to this paper and
relevant to our approach. Thus, following the nomenclature used in [19], the
activities, usually performed iteratively and in parallel, of domain engineering
that correlate with our approach are:



The Domain Requirements Engineering activity describes the requirements
of the complete family of products, highlighting both the common and variable
features across the family. In this activity, commonality analysis is of great im-
portance for aiding in determining which are the common features and which
of them are present only in some products. The models used in this activity for
specifying features show when a feature is optional, mandatory or alternative
in the family. One of the most accepted models here is feature models [4]. A
feature is a characteristic of the system that is observable by the end user [7].
Features represent a concept quite similar to system goals (used in AOSE) and
the models used to represent them present a correlation with hierarchical system
goal requirement documents [16]. Our approach is based on this correlation.

In Figure 1, we show a subset of the feature model from our case study. As
can be seen, in this kind of model the features for all products are shown along
with information on whether they are mandatory, optional, or alternative. For
example, the feature flight and orbit is mandatory, while the feature walk is
optional. In addition, the features snake, amoeba, and rolling must be present
only if their parent is present, and, as they are related by an or-relation, when a
product possesses the feature walk it must also possess at least one of the former
features.

The Domain Design activity produces architecture-independent models that
define the features of the family and the domain of application. Many approaches
have been discussed in the literature to perform this modeling. Some of these
approaches use role models to represent the interfaces and interactions needed
to cover certain functionality independently (a feature or a set of features). The
most representative are [6,21], but similar approaches have appeared in the OO
field, for example [5,20]. We build on this correlation using agent-based role
models at the acquaintance organization to represent features independently.

Then, in the Domain Realization activity, a detailed architecture of the family
is produced adding mechanisms such as components that can be customized,
or frameworks for these components, in order to enable the rapid derivation of
products. In SPL, there exist some approaches where collaboration-based models
(role models) are composed to produce the core architecture, e.g. [6,21]. In these
approaches, component-based models are used where each component is assigned
a set of interfaces and a set of connectors to specify interactions among them.
Again, this is similar approach to the approach of some AOSE methodologies in
building the architecture of the system, called the structural organization, e.g.
[22].

3.2 Overview of MaCMAS/UML

The organizational metaphor has been proven to be one of the most appropriate
tools for engineering a MAS, and has been successfully applied, e.g., [10,12,22].
It shows that a MAS organization can be observed from two viewpoints [22]:

Acquaintance point of view: shows the organization as the set of interac-
tion relationships between the roles played by agents.
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Fig. 1. Sub-set of the feature model of our case study

Structural point of view: shows agents as artifacts that belong to sub-organi-
zations, groups, teams. In this view agents are also structured into hierar-
chical structures showing the social structure of the system.

Both views are intimately related, but they show the organization from rad-
ically different viewpoints. Since any structural organization must include inter-
actions between agents in order to function, it is safe to say that the acquain-
tance organization is always contained in the structural organization. Therefore,
a natural map is formed between the acquaintance organization and the corre-
sponding structural organization. This is the process of assigning roles to agents
[22]. Then, we can conclude that any acquaintance organization can be modeled
orthogonally to its structural organization [8].

MaCMAS is the AOSE methodology that we use for our approach and is
based on previously developed concepts [18]2. It is specially tailored to model
complex acquaintance organizations [17].

We have adopted this approach because it presents several common features
with SPL approaches, that eases the integration of both fields. Going into details,
the main reasons are: First, after applying it we obtain a hierarchical diagram,
the traceability diagram, that is quite close to a feature model. Second, it matches
well with product lines, since it also produces a set of role models that represent
the materialization of each system goal at the analysis level. Third, it provides
UML-based models which are the de-facto standard in modeling, and which
will decrease the learning-curve for engineers. Fourth, it provides techniques
for composing acquaintance models, which is needed for building the structural
organization of the system, allowing us to group together those features that
are common to all of the products in the product line and thus, build the core
architecture.

For the purposes of this paper we only need to know a few features of MaC-
MAS, mainly the models it uses. Although a process for building these models
is also needed, we do not address this in this paper, and refer the interested

2 See http://james.eii.us.es/MaCMAS/ for details and case studies of this methodol-
ogy
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Fig. 2. “Self-protection from solar storms” autonomic property model

reader to the literature on this methodology. From the models it provides, we
are interested in the following:

a) Static Acquaintance Organization View: This shows the static interac-
tion relationships between roles in the system and the knowledge processed
by them. In this category, we can find models for representing the ontology
managed by agents, models for representing their dependencies, and role
models. For the purposes of this paper we only need to detail role models:

Role Models: show an acquaintance sub-organization as a set of roles col-
laborating by means of several multi-Role Interactions (mRI) [14]. mRIs
are used to abstract the acquaintance relationships amongst roles in the
system. As mRIs allow abstract representation of interactions, we can
use these models at whatever level of abstraction we desire.

In Figure 2.B), we show the role model corresponding to an autonomic
feature of our case study that models how to materialize protection from
a solar storm at the domain design level. Roles are represented as UML-
interface-like shapes, and mRIs are shown as UML-collaboration-like
shapes. Both notations are extended with some information required for
modeling agents, such as goals, or collaboration patterns. One example
of role a is SelfProtectSC ; it shows its goals, the knowledge that should
be managed to fulfill these goals, and the services it provides to be able
to achieve its goals. One example of an mRI is Measure Storms: it is



linked to its participant roles, and it shows the goal it fulfills, the pat-
tern of collaboration between its participating roles, and the knowledge
it both needs and produces in order to fulfill the goal.

b) Behavior of Acquaintance Organization View: The behavioral aspect
of an organization shows the sequencing of mRIs in a particular role model.
It is represented by two equivalent models:

Plan of a role: separately represents the plan of each role in a role model
showing how the mRIs of the role sequence. It is represented using UML
2.0 ProtocolStateMachines [11]. It is used to focus on a certain role, while
ignoring others.

Plan of a role model: represents the order of mRIs in a role model with
a centralized description. It is represented using UML 2.0 StateMachines
[11]. It is used to facilitate the understanding of the whole behavior of a
sub-organization.
In Figure 2.A), we show the plan of the role model. As can be seen,
each transition in the state machine represents an mRI execution. In this
model, we can show that we have to execute the mRI measure storms un-
til the risk of solar storms is higher than a constant, shown with a guard.
Thus, when the guard holds, we have to execute the mRI sailAsShield.

c) Traceability view: This model shows how models in different abstraction
layers relate. It shows how mRIs are abstracted, composed or decomposed
by means of classification, aggregation, generalization or redefinition. Notice
that we usually show only the relations between interactions because they
are the focus of modeling, but all the elements that compose an mRI can also
be related. Finally, since an mRI presents a direct correlation with system
goals, traceability models clearly show how a certain requirement system
goal is refined and materialized. Notice that we do not show this model
since, adding commonalities and variabilities, it is equivalent to the feature
model that we show later.

4 Overview of our approach for building the core
architecture

From all the activities that have to be performed for setting up a product line,
we show here a subset concerning the development of the core architecture from
the modeling point of view. Thus, we do not cover activities such as product
management since it falls out of the scope of this paper.

In Figure 3, we show the Software Process Engineering Metamodel (SPEM)
definition of the software process of our approach. The first stage to be performed
consist of developing a set of models in different layers of abstraction where we
obtain a MaCMAS traceability model and a set of role models showing how
each goal is materialized. This is achieved by applying the MaCMAS software
process. The second activity shown is responsible for adding commonalities and
variabilities to the traceability model. Later, we perform a commonality analysis
to find out which features, called core features, are more used across products.
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Fig. 3. Overview of our approach

Finally, we compose the role models corresponding to these features to obtain
the core architecture. The following sections describe these activities.

5 Building the acquaintance organization and the feature
model

After applying MaCMAS, as we were building a MAS that covers the func-
tionality of all products in the family, we obtain a model of the acquaintance
organization of the system: role models, plan models and a traceability model.
Once we have built the acquaintance organization, we have to modify the trace-
ability diagram to add information on variability and commonalities, as shown
in Figure 5, to obtain a feature model of the family. We do not detail this process
since it relies on taking each node of the traceability diagram and determining if
it is mandatory, optional, alternative, or-exclusive, or if it depends on other(s),
as shown in the figure.

MaCMAS guides this entire process using hierarchical goal-oriented require-
ment documents from which all of the models are produced. Thus, there is a
direct traceability between system goals and role models. This traceability is
feasible since when a system goal is complex enough to require more than one
agent in order to be fulfilled, a group of agents are required to work together.
Hence, a role model shows a set of agents, represented by the role they play,
that join to achieve a certain system goal (whether by contention or coopera-
tion). MaCMAS uses mRIs to represent all of the joint processes that are required
and are carried out amongst roles in order to fulfill the system goal of the role
model. These also pursue system sub-goals as shown in Figure 4, where we can
see the correlation between these elements and the feature model obtained from
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the traceability diagram. Note that the role model of this figure can be also seen
in Figure 2.

6 Commonality analysis

To build the core architecture of the system we must include those features
that appear in all the products and those whose probability of appearing in a
product is high. In [1,2] the authors define the commonality of a feature as the
percentage of products defined within a feature model that contains the feature.
A calculation method for this and many other operations related to feature
models analysis is proposed using Constraint Satisfaction Problems (CSP). The
definition of commonality is the following:

Definition 1 (Commonality). Let M be a feature model and F the feature
within M whose commonality we want to calculate. Let P be the set of products
defined by M and PF the subset of products P containing F . commonality(F )
is defined as follows:

commonality(M,F ) =
|PF | · 100

|P |

Considering the previous definition, for any full-mandatory feature (this
means a feature that appears in all the products in the family) PF = P , its
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commonality will be 100%. For any other non-full-mandatory feature, PF ⊂ P

and therefore its commonality will be less than 100%.

Calculating the commonality of every feature, we can easily determine which
are the full-mandatory features and consequently the role models that must
be used to build the core architecture. For those features whose commonality
is less that 100%, we have to consider which of them will be part of the core
and which will not. We propose to use a threshold, that must be calculated
empirically for each domain, to make this decision. Consequently those features
whose commonality is above the threshold will be also used to build the core
architecture.

In addition, tools that help engineers with automated analysis of features
models are of high value [1]. We have extended the prototype3 presented in [1]
to automatically calculate the commonality of all the features of our case study.
The results obtained with the prototype are shown in Figure 6. As shown in this
figure, these features are ordered by their commonality. The figure also show the
threshold that we have selected, set up at the 60%, for considering a feature to
be core or not.

We use the following fictitious scenario to document our example: We have
realized that the commonality for the features self-protection from a solar storm
and orbiting is 100%. Thus we have to add them to the core architecture, since
they appear in all the possible products.

As these features are related, since if a spacecraft is orbiting and measuring
and it determines that there exists a risk of a solar storm, the spacecraft must
first escape the orbit and later power down subsystems or use its sail as a shield
to avoid crashing, we are forced to compose them to model their dependencies
and provide agents with all the roles needed to safely protect from solar storms

3 This prototype along with this and other case studies is available at http://www.tdg-
seville.info/topics/spl
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Fig. 6. Commonalities of the features in our example

in any situation. Notice that we have limited our example to two role models to
simplify the example, but in the real world we must also take into account the
rest of the related features.

Once we have determined the set of features, and thus, the set of role models
to be taken into account for the core architecture, we must compose them as
described in the following section.

7 Composition of the core features

We have to take into account that when composing several role models, we can
find: emergent roles and mRIs, artifacts that appear in the composition yet they
do not belong to any of the initial role models; composed roles, the roles in the
resultant models that represent several initial roles as a single element; and,
unchanged roles and mRIs, those that are left unchanged and imported directly
from the initial role models.

Once those role models to be used for the core architecture have been de-
termined, we must complete the core architecture by composing role models.
Importing an mRI or a role requires only adding it to the composite role model.
The following shows how to compose roles and plans.
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Fig. 7. “Orbiting and measuring an asteroid” autonomous property

7.1 Composing roles

When several roles are merged in a composite role model, their elements must
be also merged as follows:

Goal of the role: The new goal of the role abstracts all the goals of the role
to be composed. This information can be found in requirements hierarchical goal
diagrams or we can add it as the and (conjunction) of the goals to be composed.
In addition, the role goal for each mRI can be obtained from the goal of the
initial roles for that mRI.

Cardinality of the role: It is the same as in the initial role for the corre-
sponding mRI.

Initiator(s) role(s): If mRI composition is not performed, as in our case
study, this feature does not change.

Interface of a role: All elements in the interfaces of roles to be merged must
be added to the composite interface. Note that there may be common services
and knowledge in these interfaces. When this happens, they must be included
only once in the composite interface, or renamed, depending on the composition
of their ontologies.

Guard of a role/mRI: The new guards are the and (conjunction) of the
corresponding guards in initial role models if roles composed participate in the
same mRI. Otherwise, guards remain unchanged.
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   Space.stormIntensity

Out:
SelfProtecSC.stormIntensity
SelfProtecSC.stormVector

Guard:
SelProtecSC.stormIntensity 
> RiskForSystemsFactor

Asteroid

Orbiter

1..n

<<Environment>>
Asteroid

relativePos: Pos
pData:Data

Measure
Goal: Measure Asteroid
Pattern: Environmental Int.

In:
    Orbiter.aste-
    roidRelativePos

Out:
   pMeassu-
   rer.astModel

1..n

OrbitModeller

astData:AteroidData
orbitM: OrbitModel

CalculateOrbit (AsteroidData
)::OrbitModel

Role Goal: Calculate orbits
mRI Goals: send orbit 
models

Report Orbit
Goal: Report Orbit

Pattern: Collaboration
In:
    OrbitMo-

deller.orbitM

Out:
Orbiter.orbitM

Postcondition :
Orbiter.astModel <> empty

Instantiation Rule :
(Orbiter.allInstances -> forAll (c | 
SWARM.pMeasureMeasurers .includes (c))

Guard:
Dist(relativePos,Astero
idRelativePos)<dist

    Measurer

Orbiter

SelfProtectingOrbiter

orbitM: OrbitModel
relativePos: Pos
asteroidRelativePos : Pos
astData: AstData
astModel: AstModel

StormVector : Vector3
stormIntensity : Real
stormType: StormTypes

AdjustOrbit(relativePos,orbitM)
PProcessData(m:Measure)::Model
PMeasureX(input)::pMeasure
AmIInsideOrbit (Pos,OrbitModel)::B
ool
MeasureFinished(AstModel)::Bool

Role Goal: Maintain Orbit and 
Measure and self protection
mRI Measure Goal: GetModel
mRI Orbits Goal: Get the Orbit 
Model

mRI Measure Storms Goal: 
Protect from solar storm
mRI offSubSys Goal: Protect from 
solar storm
mRI SailAsShield Goal: Protect 
from solar storm

Receiver

listOfModels:Model
listOfSenders :Sender

Role Goal: Know Model
mRI Goals: get Model

Orbiter Report Measures

Goal: Distribute results

Pattern: Collaboration
In:
    Orbiter.astModel

Out:
Receiver.astModel

Receiver

1..n

AdjustOrbit

Goal: Distribute results

Pattern: self-procedure
In:
    Orbiter.orbitM

Out:
Receiver.astModel

Orbiter

EscapeOrbit

Goal: Escape an Orbit

Pattern: self-procedure
In:
    Orbiter.orbitM

Out:

Orbiter

Postcondition:
not (Orbiter.AmIInsideOrbit(Orbi-
ter.relativePos,Orbiter.orbitM)

guard:
not (Orbiter.AmIInsideOrbit(Orbi-
ter.relativePos,Orbiter.orbitM)

guard:
Orbiter.MeasureFi-
nished(astModel) or 
(SelProtecSC.stormInten
sity > 
RiskForSystemsFactor )

1..n

1..n

1..n

1..n

1..n

1..n

1..n

1..n

Fig. 8. Composed role model

In our case study, we have to compose the role models corresponding to
the features self-protection from a solar storm and orbiting. The model for the
former feature was shown in Figure 2, and the role model of the later is shown
in Figure 7.

After applying the approach described above, the composed role model ob-
tained is shown in Figure 8. As we can see, the roles Orbiter and SelfProtectSC
have been composed into a single role called SelfProtectingOrbiter. These roles
has been composed because the agent that plays one of the roles also has to play
the other as they are dependent (mRIs escape orbit, power off sub-systems, and
use sail as a shield have to be sequenced in a certain way).

Since the rest of the roles are orthogonal, that is to say they do not interact
with each other, they have been left unchanged and all mRIs have been also
added without changes.

7.2 Composing plans

The composition of plans consists of setting the order of execution of mRIs in
the composite model, using the role model plan or role plans. We provide several
algorithms to assist in this task: extraction of a role plan from the role model
plan and vice versa, and aggregation of several role plans; see [13] for further
details of these algorithms.



Analyzing 
risk of solar 

storms
Protecting

                  SailAsShield

[SelProtecSC.stormIntensity 
> RiskForSystemsFactor]

offSubSys
MeasureStorms

Orbiting
After 

Measure

[Dist(relativePos,Astero-
idRelativePos)<dist] 

Measure

[Orbiter.MeasureFi-
nished(astModel)]

EscapeOrbit

[not (Orbiter.AmIInsideOrbit(Orbi-
ter.relativePos,Orbiter.orbitM)]

AdjustOrbit

ReportOrbit

Report 
Measures

[Orbiter.MeasureFi-
nished(astModel)]

EscapeOrbit

Analyzing 
risk of solar 

storms

[SelProtecSC.stormIntensity 
> RiskForSystemsFactor]

EscapeOrbit

Fig. 9. Composed plan model

Thanks to these algorithms, we can keep both plan views consistent auto-
matically. Depending on the number of roles that have to be merged we can base
the composition of the plan of the composite role model on the plan of roles or
on the plan of the role model. Several types of plan composition can be used for
role plans and for role model plans:

Sequential: The plan is executed atomically in sequence with others. The
final state of each state machine is superimposed with the initial state of the
state machine that represents the plan that must be executed, except the initial
plan that maintains the initial state unchanged and the final plan that maintains
the final state unchanged.

Parallel: The plan of each model is executed in parallel. It can be docu-
mented by using concurrent orthogonal regions of state machines (cf. [11]).

Interleaving: To interleave several plans, we must build a new state ma-
chine where all mRIs in all plans are taken into account. Notice that we must
usually preserve the order of execution of each plan to be composed. We can
use algorithms to check behavior inheritance to ensure that this constraint is
preserved, since to ensure this property the composed plan must inherit from all
the initial plans [9].

The composition of role model plans has to be performed following one of the
plan composition techniques described previously. Later, we are interested in the
plan of one of the composed roles, as it is needed to assign the new plan to the
composed roles; we can extract it using the algorithms mentioned previously.

We can also perform a composition of role plans following one of the tech-
niques to compose plans described previously. Later, if we are interested in the
plan of the composite role model, for example for testing, we can obtain it using
the algorithms mentioned previously.



Regarding our example, as the self-protection must be taken into account
during the whole process of orbiting and measuring, and not in a concrete state,
we must perform a parallel composition of their plans, with a minor interleaving
of the mRI escape orbit in the self protection plan, as is shown in Figure 9.

8 Conclusions

The field of software product lines offers many advantages to organizations pro-
ducing a range of similar software systems. Reported benefits of the approach
include reduced time-to-market, reduced costs, and reduced complexity. Simul-
taneously, the ability to spread development costs over a range of products has
enabled adopters to invest more significantly in software quality.

Multiagent systems have a wide field of applicability, across a whole plethora
of domains. However, many key features, including communication, planning,
replication, security mechanisms, to name but a few, are likely to be very similar
across all MAS, particularly in a given domain.

Key to the development of MAS-PLs is the identification of the core MAS
from which a family of concrete products may be derived. We have described
an initial approach to building this part of the infrastructure needed to enable
a product line approach in MAS.

The approach matches well with existing AOSE methodologies and promises
to open a field of research and development that may make MAS and MAS-based
systems more practical in an industrial context.

We are continuing to investigate the use of such an approach in current and
future NASA missions. For example, we have applied MAS-PL to manage evo-
lutionary systems that benefits from the results of this paper [15]. Initial results
are promising and over time we envisage significant benefits from employing a
product line approach to such missions.
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